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Editor
Marvin Yeomans Whiting

When Robert Frost penned the lines
which contain the words about promises
to keep and miles to go before we sleep,
it is doubtful that he had in mind the
following quotation from the late,
eminent American historian, Charles
M. Andrews:
The more it is realized that the
true history of a State and a
people lies no t in episodes and
surface events, but in the
substantial feature of its
constitution al and social
organization , the more will
archives be valued and preserved.
No people can be deemed masters
of their own history unt il their
public records, gathered , cared for,
and rendered accessible to the
investigator, have been
systematically studied and the
importance of their co ntents
determined ... . It has been well
said th at " the care which a nation
devotes to the preservation of the
monuments of its past may serve
as a true measure of the degree of
civilization to which it has
attained ." Among such monuments, and holding first place in
value and importance are public
arch ives, n ational and local [1].
There is, however, a clear connection
between Frost 's sentiments and those of
Andrews. Whether on the national or
state or local level, at least one promise
that, to Andrews, must be kept is the
promise to preserve what he refers to as
" the monumen ts" of a people's past;
and primary among these he cites public
records. That there were other records
that required preservation was, of
course, axiomatic- private papers, the
records of organizations and businesses,
photographs, maps, the oral memories
long cherished by individ uals, and ,
beyond all of these, the other artifacts
illustrative of past styles of living:
residential and commercial structures,
examples of the decorative arts, and
more.
Like other h istorical societies in the
United States, the Birmingham
H istorical Society is act ively engaged in
the effort to preserve wh at Andrews
called " a true measure of the degree of
civilization." Something of that effort is
reflected in this issue of the Society's
JOURNA L, particularly in the photo
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essay on the Smithfield area, in the
article on Village C reek, and in the
speech written by William Seale and
delivered in Birmingham at a
conference on structural preservation .
The Smithfield essay reflects the
efforts of the local society to gather
both visual and manuscript or printed
sources historically significant to an
understanding of this section of the city
of Birmingham. Carter Hudgins' article
on Village Creek suggests another
dimension of the society's preservation
activity: the collection and
interpretation of data on a primary
natural resource, the creek itself, and on
the do mestic and other structures
within selected sections of the creek's
floodplain . William Seale's speech well
illustrates the concern of the society for
the dissemination of information
regarding the varied aspects of h istoric
preservation . T aken together, these
three articles provide evidence of the
commitment of the society to keeping
the promise of which Andrews wrote.
The art icle by Dwain Waldrep on
Henry Edmonds reflects a fourth aspect
of the society's promise-keeping activity,
the en couragemen t of young historians'
interest in the writ ing of local history.
And th en , finally, there is the history of
Vulcan Materials which gives direct
evidence of the society's enco uragement
of area business and industry to assist in
the underwrit ing of a local history
publication .
In speaking of such promise-keeping
act ivity, it must be remembered that
the preservat ion of the records of a
people's past-of documents and
photographs, of structures and the
decorative arts-is never a finish ed task.
Always, as Frost phrased it, th ere are
miles to go before we sleep.
As a conclusion to this "Foreword,"
in beh alf of the Society, I express
sincerest thanks to Vulcan Materials fo r
so generously underwriting the
publication of this issue of The
JOURNAL. W itho ut the corporation 's
finan cial support an d the assistance of a
number of its employees, this effort at
keeping the promise would not have
been possible.
Ill C h arles M. Andrews, "Archives," American
Historical Associat ion , Annual Report, I (1 9 13,

264-65.)
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''. . . the care which a nation
devotes to the preservation of
the monuments of its past may
serve as a true measure of the
degree of civilization to which
it has attained. ' '
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~ brief history which follows

combines information from
l't~o manuscript sources contained in the Giuseppe
Moretti Papers placed on deposit in the Birmingham Public
Library's Department of Archives and Manuscripts by the
heirs of Geneva Mercer, Moretti's long--time assistant. The
first of the sources is a biographical sketch of Moretti,
apparently written by Geneva Mercer, and the second is an
article, without an author noted, which is entitled
"Birmingham's Iron Man."

Edited by Marvin Y. Whiting

Giuseppe Moretti (circa 1912).
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In 1902, the City of St. Louis, considering itself the gateway to the territory
purchased by President Thomas Jefferson in 1803, decided to celebrate the
lOOth anniversary of the event with a
World's Fair, to be called The Louisiana
Purchase Exposition. Late in 1902, an
invitation was received in Alabama
from fair authorities to contribute an
exhibit. On that invitation rests the
story of Birmingham's Iron Man,
Vulcan, and the association of Giuseppe
Moretti with Alabama's largest city.
Early in 1903, the Commercial Club
of Birmingham, the forerunner of the
present Birmingham Area Chamber of
Commerce, held a meeting at which its
members decided to accept the invitation from St. Louis. Since Birmingham
was already known as the "Pittsburgh of
the South" and was noted nationally
for its iron industry, an exhibit which
was formed around a huge cast iron
statue made from native resources
seemed appropriate. Ideas came thick
and fast as the city's business leaders
sought to determine who or what the
statue should represent. Finally, an
agreement was reached. The statue
would be a representation of Vulcan,
the mythical god of fire and forge.
Since it would be forged of native iron,
Vulcan would be a perfect advertisment
of Birmingham's major industry.
F. M. Jackson, the president of the
Commercial Club, appointed secretary
James A. MacKnight as special agent to
locate a sculptor who could design and
supervise the fabrication of the statue.
At first, the club's special agent did not
have much success in his task. He

visited various national art centers, but
always there was the problem of insufficient time to build the models and cast
the statue before the Exposition's opening. Finally MacKnight found a willing
candidate to recommend: Giuseppe
Moretti of Siena, Italy.
Moretti began his association with
Birmingham after years of a rather
peripatetic existence. Born in Siena, in
northern Italy, on February 3, 1857, he
was the son of Domenico and Maria
Surci Moretti and received his early
education in the parochial school
taught by the monks of San Domenico.
In the cloister of the Church of San
Domenico, adjacent to the school, the
sculptor Tito Serrochi had his studio.
At the age of nine, Giuseppe began the
study of sculpture in the studio of this
artist. Six years later, at fifteen, he
traveled to Florence and at the recommendation of Serrochi entered the
studio of the well-known sculptor
Giovanni Supre, continuing his formal
education in the evenings at the Royal
Academy of Belle Arte.
From Florence, Moretti moved to
Carrara, living either in Carrara or in
the nearby town of Massa for five years.
His intention was to perfect his skill in
marble sculpture, using the techniques
of what he termed the "old masters" as
guides. In about 1879, he moved once
again, this time to Agram in Croatia,
having been urged by the Dalmatian
sculptor Rendici to come and assist him
in his studio there. Moretti's stay in
Agram was a profitable one. While
there he received a number of important commissions; but his stay was ter-

minated abruptly when a devastating
earthquake occurred in the area, literally destroying the town. For a year or
more thereafter, Moretti lived in Vienna, working on the decoration of the
Rothschild palace, among other commissions. Subsequently, he was called
from Vienna to Budapest and, at the
behest of one of the ministers of public
works, began a search for sources of
statuary marble. Some 250 miles from
Budapest, in the region of Transylvania,
Moretti discovered an excellent source
of marble and remained in the area for
two years, during which he executed a
bust of the Austrian emperor Franz
Josef, which was enthusiastically received by the imperial court.
The effort to quarry marble and
market it commercially finally proved
futile, as the quarry's location was too
vulnerable to invasion by Russian forces
and the Hungarian government refused
to provide a grant for the construction
of a railroad to the site. With this effort
frustrated, Moretti shortly thereafter
determined to forsake Europe and to
turn his attention to the United States.
In August of 1888, Moretti arrived in
New York, bringing with him what he
assumed would be sufficient capital to
cover expenses until he could establish
himself and also carrying excellent letters of introduction. To his amazement,
the funds he had brought with him
were soon depleted, and his letters of
introduction, excellent though they
were, proved initially useless, as the
people for whom they were intended
were away from the city on summer
vacation.

Ideas came thick and fast as the
city's business leaders sought to
determine who or what the statue
should represent.
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Moretti's full-scale model of
Vulcan was created in an
unfinished church building in
Passaic, New ]ersey. Courtesy
of the Birmingham Public
Library.
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His situation was made worse by his
inability to speak English and by the
fact that his first American friends were
either Italian or German who, in no
way, encouraged Moretti to become proficient in English. Despite these problems (the difficulty with English remained a handicap for years), he determined to support himself by doing
whatever work in his own art he could
find regardless of the size of the financial return; and this he did for four
years.
In 1892, Moretti's fortunes took a
turn for the better. From Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, he received a commission
for a statue of that city's Commissioner
of Parks, E.M. Bigelow. The work was
to be placed in Highland Park, which
was then just being laid out. From that
commission came other requests for
larger and more important sculptures:
first, the commission to design and execute the Highland Avenue entrance to
Highland Park; then, the order for four
panthers to be placed on the Panther
Hollow Bridge in Schenley Park. Soon
followed the two heroic groups of horsetamers which comprise the Stanton
Avenue entrance to Highland Park and,
finally, on commission from Pittsburgh's
newspapers, a portrait statue of Stephen
Collins Foster.
From this same period of Moretti's life
came two other works. Both were portrait statues of public men; one in
Rochester, New Hampshire, and the
other in Akron, Ohio. And, as the
work in Pittsburgh was being completed, Moretti received a commission
for a third portrait work : a statue of

The choice was made to produce
the God of the Romans, the
"ugly" Vulcan.

M oretti, in hat and topcoat,
is shown with workers from
Birmingham Steel and Iron

Company, the company at
which the Vulcan statue was
cast. Courtesy of the
Birmingham Public Library.
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In this photograph, Moretti is shown at work on a plaster model of a portrait bust. From such a model as this, the sculptor had
either a bronze cast made or produced in marble an exact copy. Moretti worked with both media and, of course , in the case of the
Vulcan statue, with cast iron. Courtesy of the Birmingham Public Library .

. . . he determined to support
himself . . . regardless of the
size of the financial return.
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Panther was one of the four marble sculptures which Moretti executed for placement in Schenley Park, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
This work predates the Vulcan statue and illustrates the artist's facility with stone and his increasing capacity to design and execute
works of monumental proportions. Courtesy of the Birmingham Public Ubrary.

Perhaps more than any other
factor, Moretti's discovery of
Alabama marble influenced his
decision to live in the state.
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Cornelius Vanderbilt, for the grounds of
Vanderbilt University in Nashville,
Tennessee.
By November 1903, Moretti had
returned to New York City, and it was
there that James A. MacKnight first
contacted the sculptor regarding the
Vulcan commission. At a conference in
New York during that November,
MacKnight presented his proposition in
such a way that Moretti was soon in
Birmingham and was engaged to design
and to oversee the production of the
cast iron statue. There then followed a
few weeks of argument about the
design, whether Vulcan would be cast
in the image of the misshapen mythical
god or in the likeness of the handsome
Hermes. The choice was made to
produce the god of the Romans, the
"ugly" Vulcan. A contract binding the
Commercial Club's Building
Commission and the sculptor was signed
on November 21, 1903. The sculptor's
fee was specified therein as $5,000.
Wit.h the model agreed upon, the
only remaining problem- other than a
shortage of time for fabrication-was to
locate a building of adequate size in
which to produce the plaster model.
The Edison Laboratories offered their

facilities, but they proved too small;
however, in Passaic, New Jersey,
Moretti fo und an unfinished church
building that was sufficient for his
purpose. There, the sculptor began work
on his model and was able to get the
first sections to Birmingham from New
Jersey by February 11, 1904. By the first
part of March, the molders of the Birmingham Steel and Iron Company, of
which James R. McWane was president
and general manager, were ready to
begin fabrication of what would become
the largest cast iron statue in the world .
Under the personal supervision of
Moretti, the first cast was made on
March 11 , 1904. The size of the
statue- 55 feet from spear-t ip to
toe-necessitated the fabrication of t he
figure in sections. The anvil block and

M oretti's small-scale model of a
portion of the Mary Cahalan
statue is shown in this photograph
side by side with the full-scale
model. Using both models, the
sculptor then rendered his design in
Alabama marble. Courtesy of the
Birmingham Public Ubrary .
G iuseppe and Dorothea Moretti,
shown in this photograph in the
living room of their villa in San
Remo, Italy . It was here that
Moretti lived after leaving the
United States. He died at the villa
in 1935. Courtesy of the
Birmingham Public Library.
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hammer were cast at the Williamson
Iron Company, also in Birmingham.
By the middle of April , train-car
loads-seven in all-of the sections
began to arrive in St. Louis. All
available equipment at the fairgrounds
was required to erect the statue in the
Palace of Mines Building. Once
completed and made accessible to the
public, Vulcan proved to be the
outstanding exhibit of the Exposition.
For his work, Moretti was awarded an
Exposition gold medal, and, at the close
of the Fair, his Vulcan statue received
the grand prize of the Exposition.
Moretti's association with Birmingham was not, however, defined
solely by his work for the Commercial
C lub . After completing the Vulcan
statue, he made the decision to remain
in Alabama, residing first in Birmingham and then, after purchasing the
McKenzie marble quarry near Talladega,
in the Talladega/Sylacauga area.
Perhaps more than any other factor,
Moretti's discovery of Alabama marble
and his appreciation of its quality
influenced his decision to live in the
state. That decision led to three major
Birmingham commissions, two of which
were executed in marble quarried near
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Talladega. The first of these commissions came shortly after the completion
of the work on Vulcan. Wishing to
honor Dr. W.E.B . Davis, members of
the Southern Surgical and Gynecological Association contracted with Moretti
for a bronze statue of Davis which,
when completed, was presented to the
City of Birmingham and the State of
Alabama and placed in Capitol-later
renamed Woodrow Wilson- Park.
Subsequently, the statue was moved to
its present location near the entrance of
Hillman Hospital on Twentieth Street
South.
The next of these commissions was
for a portrait statue of Father Patrick
O'Reilly, a young and popular priest
who served St. Paul's Catholic Church
and who died accidentally in 1905 during a national guard encampment. This
work, executed by Moretti in Alabama
marble, was unveiled in 1907 on the
grounds of St. Vincent's Hospital,
where it remains today.
The final Birmingham commission
was for a portrait statue of Mary M.
Cahalan, one of Birmingham's first
public school teachers and the principal
of the Powell School from 1885 until
her death in 1906. This work was also

made of Alabama marble , and Moretti
entitled it "The Teacher." It was
unveiled in East End Park , near the
Powell School, on May 2, 1908. Its
present placement is in Woodrow
Wilson Park near the entrance to the
Birmingham Public Library's LinnHenley Research Library .
Although Moretti's association with
Birmingham lasted well beyond the
nearly five years he lived in the city
area, and although he retained pleasant
memories of the city and the persons
with whom he dealt in completing the
four local commissions, he never classed
any of these commissioned works among
his more significant artistic creations.
He did not view any one of them as affectionately as he did ano ther piece of
sculpture which also was produced in

the year 1904, but not on commission,
and which accompanied the Vulcan
statue to St. Louis and was exhibited
with it. In fact, the Head of Christ remained, throughout Moretti's life, the
sculptor's particular favorite . This was
the work he considered his masterpiece
and which he steadfastly refused to sell.
Vulcan, on the other hand, progressively became less pleasing to Moretti,
prompting him to comment before his
death in 1936, "I almost wish I had not
done him." And yet, despite his disparity of feeling regarding these two pieces,
Moretti viewed them as opposites that
ultimately should be reunited and permanently displayed as companion
works: Vulcan representing the material
resources of Alabama and the Head of
Christ, the state's spiritual resources. To
that end, he remarked, near the end of
his life, that he felt that the Head of
Christ, his "first sculpture from
Alabama marble," should be in the
state and that it was his "intention
ultimately to present it to the city of
Birmingham . ... "
After Moretti's death, despite the efforts of Dorothea Moretti, the sculptor's
wife, Geneva Mercer, his assistant of
Continued on page 60.
After completing the Vulcan
statue, Moretti continued to work
in the Birmingham area. In 1905,
on commission , he produced a fulllength portrait statue of Father
Patrick O 'Reilly. This work now
stands on the gr• :nds of
Birmingham 's St. Vincent's
Hospital. Courtesy of the
Birmingham Public Library .
The Moretti villa at San Remo,
Ital y. After Moretti's death, the
villa was sold and Mrs. Moretti,
with her husband 's assistant,
Geneva Mercer, moved into a
small studio at the foot of the villa
property.
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C. Eugene Ireland

Birmingham Slag was ready
with the ideal aggregate for the
construction of highways that would
carry Ford's horseless carriages
thither and yond.

Steel. In 1910 Birmingham Slag began
selling its product as ballast for railroad
tracks . Their idea quickly took hold.
- The f~t~re of Bi~mingham Slag Company, however, would be tied less to
railroads than to a new and exciting
mode of transportation-the automobile.
In the same year that Jacobs founded
Birmingham Slag, Henry Ford marketed
his first "Model T," the car that started
the automobile industry rolling and
brought about a revolution in American
transportation. The IS-million Model
T's that Henry Fo rd built between 1909
and 1928 resulted in a massive roadbuilding effort throughout America. Birmingham Slag was ready with the ideal
aggregate for the construction of
highways that would carry Ford's
horseless carriages thither and yond.
Even with their initial success and innovative ideas, Jacobs and Badham
would not be the men to realize Birmingham Slag's full potential. In 1915 a
young man from Ohio, Glenn Ireland,
came to Birmingham on a hunting trip.
It was on this trip that he heard about
Birmingham Slag and that it was for
sale. Glenn Ireland's family was already
in the aggregate business, operating
quarries in Ohio, Kentucky, and West
Virginia. When Glenn told his father,
Charles Lincoln Ireland, a banker,
about Birmingham Slag, the Senior
Ireland recognized a good oppo rtunity
and bought the company. Charles
Ireland sent Glenn and two other sons,
Gene and Barney, to run it.
Charles Lincoln Ireland was a man of
vision and purpose who wanted to expand Birmingham Slag. He traveled to
Central America in 1916 to buy surplus
equipment being sold after the completion of the Panama Canal. He purchased two steam shovels, a steam
hoist, a star drill, and other machines
for $6,590-equipment that would cost
millions of dollars today. His expense
voucher for three weeks' travel in
several foreign co untries came to
$247.82.
The lrelands pushed Birmingham Slag
into new markets and new products.
They began by securing a strong local
market in highway construction. When
Alabama funded the building of new
roads in the early 1920s, the company
hired engineers to work with the state
government on road construction. In
16

1923, in order to supply an electric
utility company building a dam for
power generation, Birmingham Slag
entered the sand and gravel business.
The rapid spread of electrical power in
the 1920s sparked new construction
that consumed more and more of Birmingham Slag's products.
The great depression of the 1930s
brought the first and only year, 1932,
that Birmingham Slag failed to make a
profit. The company recovered quickly
and moved on to new opportunities. It
built ready-mix concrete plants. It
began production of asphalt and concrete blocks. In 1939 the company
entered a contract with the newly
formed Tennessee Valley Authority to
dredge parts of the Tennessee River in
preparation for the many new power
plants the TV A was building on the
river.
During World War II, Birmingham
Slag furnished aggregates and concrete
to such vital wartime efforts as the
Manhattan Project at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, where the atomic bomb was
developed; the Redstone Arsenal at
Huntsville, Alabama, later to become
more well known for its role in the
space program; and the big munitions
depot at Fort McClellan in Anniston,
Alabama.
After the war, the company continued to grow. The number of
employees swelled to 600; sales grew to
$22 million and net profit ran between
1.5 and 2 million each year. There were
great business opportunities in the new
federal interstate highway system being
proposed in the early 1950s. The new
highways created a market potentiality
so big that Birmingham Slag would
need much new capital to take advantage of the opportunity. But Birmingham Slag was at a crossroads.
Either it could remain a highly successful but small family-owned company,
or it could become a public corporation
with much greater potential for growth.
Allied to this was the question of
crushing inheritance taxes which familyowned companies face.
Led by Charles Ireland, son of the
man who had come south on the hunting trip in 1915, and by Bernard
Monaghan, a Birmingham lawyer and
Rhodes Scholar, Birmingham Slag
began to seek a candidate for possible

Charles W. Ireland
17

B. A. Monaghan
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merger. What they found was Vulcan
Detinning Company of Sewaren, New
Jersey, a business that had applied
technology developed in Germany to
reclaim pure tin from tin-plated metal
scrap. It was a profitable business. Good
management had made Vulcan Detinning a leader in its field. In 1956 it
merged with Birmingham Slag to
become Vulcan Materials Company.
Between 1956 and 1960 Vulcan
Materials was listed on the New York
Stock Exchange, gained several thousand stockholders, and grew from a
regional family-owned firm into a national public firm. The corporate
framework and the product mix of
Vulcan Materials today were set during
this four-year period. The new corporation had the financial strength to attract other mergers with family-owned
businesses that faced the same problems
Birmingham Slag had encountered.
Charles Ireland and Barney Monaghan
used Vulcan's new financial strength to
acquire these smaller companies and to
advance Vulcan Materials' standing as a
major national corporation.
One of their first acquisitions was a
small concrete pipe company that is
noteworthy now because with it came
today's Chairman of the Board and
Chief Executive Officer, Houston
Blount. A much bigger merger was with
the Lambert Brothers' quarrying operations in eastern Tennessee. The nine
Lambert brothers were hard-working,
hard-living men who cut down trees
with handsaws and graded with mules
and carts in the early days of road construction in the Great Smoky Mountains. During the 1930s, they lived like
gypsies, moving their portable crushing
equipment from site to site through
Tennessee, Georgia, the Virginias, and
Pennsylvania. According to a Lambert
scion, "They were barefoot hillbillies
who walked out of the mountains
millionaires."
The Lamberts were shrewd
businessmen who became the backbone
of Vulcan Materials' aggregates production and who played a major role in the
continuing acquisition of family-owned
quarrying operations. Indeed, seven
other companies joined Vulcan
Materials in the next few years, including W. E. Graham & Sons of
North Carolina, which became Vulcan's

Mideast Division, with operations
stretching north from North Carolina
through Virginia, to the outskirts of
Washington, D.C.
Another major merger was with
Union Chemical and Materials Company of Chicago. Although Vulcan had
little interest in the chemicals business,
the Chicago Company owned an aggregates business that offered a chance
to enter the booming midwestern aggregates market, via Chicago. Not only
did the acquisition make Vulcan a
significant force in that market, it also
landed Vulcan, rather abruptly, in the
chemicals business. As Houston Blount
said at the time, "We woke up one
morning and found ourselves in the
chemicals business." Today, Vulcan's
Chemicals Division is a leading producer of industrial chemicals and an important contributor to the company's
overall success.
When most of the mergers of the late
1950s were completed, Vulcan Materials
had 5,500 stockholders, had increased
its long-term debt from $2 million to
$15 million, and had catapulted its net
worth from $11 million to $72 million.
The rapid growth had been well
planned. The new acquisitions had been
carefully chosen to balance one another
and to fit in with Vulcan's organizational scheme, where some central control was blended with operating freedom
to tap the entrepreneurial capabilities so
evident in its people.
The years since the mergers have
been good ones for Vulcan Materials
Company. The country's leading producer of aggregates, primarily crushed
stone for roads and other construction,
Vulcan is also the world's second largest
producer of chlorinated solvents, which
are used in dry-cleaning fluids, metal
cleaners, and refrigeration systems.
Vulcan is also the world's largest detinner and the leading re-cycler of
aluminum in the United States.
About Vulcan's history, chairman of
the board Houston Blount has said,
"We decided what we wanted to do
and we concentrated on doing it better
than anyone else." That tradition of
boldness, of confidence, and of excellence guides Vulcan Materials today
and gives direction for tomorrow. •
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Top: Glenn Ireland
Bottom: Barney Ireland

Between 1956 and 1960 Vulcan
Materials was listed on the New
York Stock Exchange, gained
several thousand stockholders, and
grew from a regional family~owned
firm into a national public firm.
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By William Seale
In this article, William Seale challenges owners of historic properties to
approach their projects with the research methods and planning tools of
the professional historian-to ask the right questions and conduct extensive research to recreate authentic living environments. As the Birmingham Historical Society proceeds to renovate the 1905 Duncan
House at the Sloss Furnace Historic Site as headquarters for its operations, William Seale's challenge has been appropriately timely.
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Interpreting The Historic House

I

historic site today appeals to a larger
and more sophisticated audience than it
ever has before. A visually-oriented
public responds to the scenes of the past
as it never has before. It readily
dismisses the "lessons" restorations were
once supposed to give, and it questions
ways of living and makes contrasts.
These impulses are encouraged in
visitors by interpretation. Success is
determined by the degree of cleverness
and expertise with which the interpretation is carried out. Interpretation has a
two-pronged definition-verbal and
visual. Drawing those fine lines on what
makes "good" interpretation and what
does not is not necessarily easy. I recall
a house in Georgia, a rambling frame
house, which is shown virtually empty,
except for a scattering of original family
pieces; lighted kerosene lamps are
placed about, and one wanders through
the unpainted rooms and the combination of lamplight, natural light, and
semi-vacancy, together with the remote
site, creates a powerful sense of past. I
think the property breaks most orthodox "rules" about interpretation.
But I also think it works from the point
of creating an accurate feeling-a
remoteness in time .
Visitors all over the country are enjoying historic houses because they are
finding something there they don't find
in other places. At Mount Vernon, they
see Washington at home; at Sunnyside,
the bachelor Washington Irving comes
to life. What we have to show in
American houses are not state rooms,
but places of private habitation. These
have an appeal all their own. So we
have to some extent a captive audience-increasingly. What we project
to the visitor is our interpretation . With
the historic site, when we interpret, we
are playing historian. To some of us
that is deadly serious. Others sometimes
take the burden more lightly.
As interpreters, we enjoy the
pleasures and endure the hardships and
dangers of the history practice. We
must cope with a point of view, with
fact, and with conjecture. I hope our
commitment to research is strong. The

Overleaf: The documentary photograph: A summer
house in Otsego County , New York, photographed in
its heyday , about 1925, showing every detail of the
interior as actually in use sixty years ago.

historical process and interpretationverbal and visual-go hand in hand.
Most historic sites have dropped the
"shrine" idea and prefer to style
themselves "educational institutions."
Many are just that. Many are, alas,
otherwise.
How do we restorationists rate as
historians? I am trained as a historian,
but I can assure you, when I graduated
from Duke 20 years ago, neither I nor
my professors could have imagined that
I would have been "practicing history"
through restorations work. Few had real
careers in restoration in those days,
much less free-lance. Restoration was
the exclusive domain of the architect.
But, of course, we have learned that the
architect is seldom a historian, for all
he may know about historic buildingsand some do know about them. Within
the last two d~cades, the question of interpretation is what began attracting
historians to the field of historic houses
and sites.
Being a historian, I can tell you that
the world of the historic site seemed
very curious to me in 1969 when I
entered it. Certainly, its sort of history
and the kind I'd been taught were miles
apart, if on the same planet. Research
as I knew it was largely unheard of. Architects had restored the buildings, and
the main subject matter that was given
the most attention in interpretation was
architecture. Then, after the rooms
were decorated-for rarely was one ever
restored-the interpretation might turn
to furniture: "This is a Chippendale
chair" or "That is export porcelain."
Events and the analysis of lives were
minor considerations.
The decorative emphasis is probably
understandable in shrines, which are
monuments-and monuments are
supposed to be beautiful. Today this is
not enough. We have introduced
history, and with it comes a whole
spectrum of new considerations, all
leading toward-as does every other
element-the ultimate goal of desirable
interpretation.
History naturally brings forth the
subject of truth. Many historic sites fail
because they do not reflect the truth
about themselves. They are poorly
researched and therefore are not in fact
restorations. Very often they are
outright dishonest. Those who put them
together seldom use the tools of the
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historian's trade, but favor the deadly
flights of fancy that historians scorn.
Historians, especially in academia, have
strong suspicions about historic sites as
media for teaching history. I think their
suspicions are justified, much as I hate
to admit it.
The historian, you know, will only
claim to deal in facts. He is wary of the
restorationist in the first place because
in spite of himself he really cannot
believe that the past can be recreated! I
recall taking Arthur S. Link of
Princeton through Woodrow Wilson's
boyhood home in Columbia, South
Carolina. Link's great Wilson biography
was still relatively new in the fall of
1969, and I was proud as punch of my
work on the boyhood home-a
recreation of Reverend Wilson's home
scene, made from inventories, searches
of attics, etc. The professor could see
nothing-not the oak-grained
woodwork, the old wallpaper borders,
the velvet lambrequins-except to ask
me again and again, "What was
actually here when Wilson was a boy?"
When I pointed to the lowly bed
Wilson was born on, he went to it and
touched it affectionately. He paid little
attention to anything else in the 1870s
ensemble of rooms once occupied by
the parents of Woodrow Wilson.
I suppose I cannot blame him.
Historians, however, will cherish their
own "historical imagination." And they
do make a lot of this. If you have ever
sat in on a brainstorming for a film,
where historians are involved, then you
know that a whole Cecil B. de Mille
fantasy thrives in those fact-soaked
brains. I have often wondered what the
costumes are like? The furniture? The
objects their characters use, in these
"Hollywood" historical imaginations?
The historical imagination usually has
no place for the three-dimensional object. A barren battlefield might light
the historical imagination because in
most respects, it is a blank page, where
the historical building and interior, fitted out completely, is likely to leave the
historian cold because of its profusion of
details. Too complete-! suspect! Most
Parlor of Robert E. Lee at Arlington House. This
room was unfinished until the late 1850s , when the
Lees decorated it in the then-popular "French" style,
with crimson upholstery. The interior was faithfully
restored about five years ago by the National Park
Service.

Heretofore, the historian most frequently compared
the restoration work with bad historical fiction.
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historians work with words from beginning in research to the final product.
Except for papers and books, the only
objects that intervene from beginning
to end are blank paper and the pencil
or typing machine with which he will
bring to those blank pages the fruits of
his historical imagination.
To the particular subject of life-style,
the historian gives little attention. It is
not surprising to read a biography which
says nothing or at least very little about
how the person lived at home. A short
biography of Frederick Jackson Turner
has this and this alone to say about the
great historian's private life: "Mrs.
T umer insisted upon h aving servants
and enjoyed having frequent guests; this
kept Turner always short of money." I
think there is more to know, don't you?
The historian is trained to occupy
himself always with the greater and
grander issue. Like the novelist, he
wishes to touch the universal. Often, I
think he can't see the trees for the
forest. But then it is the restorationist
and material historian who often cannot
see the forest for the trees .
One might think that the historian
and the restorationist have two wholly
different approaches. At a glance, they
do indeed seem different.
It is not hard to understand why the
historian suspects the "perfect" historic
interiors, for example. We have come
to expect these interiors in historic
houses- what are they but fantasies of
interior decoration, with most of their
footing on the icy slick foundation of
"symbolism." What do you suppose the
colonial historian John Richard Alden
thought the first time he entered the
Governor's Palace in Williamsburg in
the late 1940s? I can tell you exactly
what he thought: " Oil, oil , oil. " It had
so little to do with colonial America
and was so emblematic of American
wealth of the t ime and its British
associations as to be, in his mind, little
better than a dollho use, not even worth
mentioning!
Heretofore the historian most frequently compared the restoration work
with bad historical fiction . Facts- in

In disrepair, Belmont Mansion in Fairmount Park,
Philadelphia, awaits the restorer's touch.
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this case, antique objects-are juxtaposed in an appealing way, which has
nothing to do with the past, except for
the possibility that the parts had existed
in the past (and if they had tongues,
could tell some tales-probably different
tales). To the historian, this is a fraud,
and he cannot accept it and wishes not
to notice it.
On the other hand, can the historian
so easily dismiss the object, the room,
the house, which has witnessed a time
about which he writes? Shelves and
shelves of biographies and histories of
Americans make little mention of the
houses in which their subjects lived, the
mills where they worked, the vehicles
in which they crossed the land. This is,
of course, absurd, for how can one
whole type of documentation be ignored? It is ignored because it is
suspect; it is suspect because it is not
understood; it is not understood because
it seems superfluous to the most important and so-called "universal" central
thread. Because such material is
"visual," however, it becomes important to the interpretation of an historic
site.
With the strong requirements for
sound historical bases in the historic
site, and with the decline in academic
jobs, a common ground between
historian and historic site is beginning
to emerge. A younger generation is
beginning to realize that there are good
careers in the historic site, whether as
planner or on staff; that there are uncharted opportunities for the teaching
of history through historical interpretation at the historic house and other
sites. The so-called (by academics)
"public historian" is now much in
evidence.
Putting a historic house together is
not so very different from putting a
book together. I have done both. Books
are more obvious, in that you must do
your research and come to conclusions
before you write the final draft. Houses
and sites unhappily lend themselves
sometimes to restoration-before-research;
this is utter madness. Your research and
scheme of interpretation must be in
hand before you touch the building.
Don't start talking before you know
what you are going to say.
Research will change forever your
viewpoint on a place. I am, at this
point, about to complete a book about

the White House, a two-volume history,
which gives considerable attention to
the building and its grounds and interiors. Of course, the "historic" White
House we think of-the 19th-century
White House-was largely destroyed in
the years 1948-1952 during the Truman
renovations, when all but its outer
stone walls were scrapped.
Nobody is ever going to restore the
White House. My work is purely
academic and on paper, although it is a
re-creation, insofar as the written word
allows. You could do considerable
restoration from it, if you were so inclined. I have, for example, volumes
and volumes of inventories, from the
earliest crude one made by the bitter
and angry John Adams (in a slipshod
hurry) to the most recent, made by a
computer and a full 5" thick as a bound
print-out book. What do these tell me?
They list furniture which was in certain
rooms at certain times. Putting the
historical process into operation, I must
ask many questions.
Here are a few we will relate to the
Adams' inventory of 1801:
a. Had the president begun packing to
depart before or after the inventory was
begun?
b. What public furnishings had been
moved about to fill blank spots, when
his personal materials were taken away?
c. What changes had taken place in
the rooms during his tenure in office?
What of other sources about furnishings,
in the brief Adams tenure in the White
House?
d. Assuming that the inventory does
reflect the particular man's use of the
house, what does it say about his patterns of living there? Qefferson, Adams'
successor, moved into the White House
in 1801, preaching simplicity. The
house was very simply furnished. By the
time he left 8 years later, his inventory
reflects considerable and indeed probably extravagant purchases of luxury
items with federal money . The house
was crammed.)
Because I am writing a book, I can try
and achieve realism in an easier way
than if I were re-creating an interior. I
can describe a sofa stuffed with
horsehair, lined with muslin and
covered with crimson silk-but know
nothing else about it. I can give a few
more words to the bolster, "stuffed with
down," and put the sofa up against
25

The functioning of houses is always
a matter to be figured out, and it is
a basic essential of interpretation.
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yello)Y flocked wallpaper with red
borders which I know about from a surviving bill of lading. A marble mantel
still in the house has female figures at
the ends supporting the mantel shelf on
their heads-a nice touch to my verbal
scene. I know the ceilings were high,
the windows tall, and the floors
mahogany, unfinished, and carpeted.
What more do I need? That may even
be too much! Certainly the room now
called the Blue Room can come to life
in the reader's imagination with these
sweet dashes of fact.
But in the medium of restoration, we
can't go far with no more information
than that. We must turn to conjecture.
That is where we get into trouble. That
is where we get into trouble as
historians. That-conjecture-is where
most of our historic house museums go
wrong; it is nearly always where our interiors-whether house or store, stable
or theater-miss the truth by such a
wide shot as to make them useless, in
terms of history.
Conjecture is nothing new to the
craft of the historian. Seldom has a
biographer failed to use it; historians of
battles, cities, presidencies, rivers, and
everything else all partake of conjecture. In fact, some of what we anticipate the most in a good history book
is the author's conjecture about this or
that.
In that case, however, remember that
we are talking about educated conjecture, with such facts as do exist brought
fully to bear. This is sound interpretation . It is not to be confused with
flights of decorative arts or antique fancy, which we so often encounter in
museums .
Let's talk about interpretation and
conjecture, narrowing our scope to
historic interiors.
Interpretation begins with the rooms
themselves. They must be analyzed and
understood architecturally and as spaces
as much as possible, in terms of the occupants and how they lived. In this we
often deceive ourselves: 18th-century
Gunston Hall seemed "perfect" in
every respect in 1952 when completed
by the great Fiske Kimball. Yet important scientific investigation today is
revealing that a large part of the picture
was obscured and has lain for 30 years
hidden behind a thick skin of faulty
conjecture. While we wanted different

things from restorations then than we
want now, there were historical questions which might have been asked,
which might have given clues to life at
Gunston Hall in George Mason's time .
How was the house lived in? How did
master and slave pursue their daily work
and leisure in such close juxtaposition?
How did this house relate to the landscape? If the agrarian Mason was personally excited by order, how did his
estate relate to this?
One may speculate on such questions
at the outset and not truly answer
them-but keep them warm and carry
them through the research process.
They may well be answered. At
Gunston Hall they had never been
asked in the first place.
Mount Vernon comes to mind in
understanding another great Virginia
house. This has been especially interesting to me in my work on the
White House (which was planned under
the firm thumb of General
Washington). His Mount Vernon, as
finally realized in the 1780s, was, like
the White House, zoned into three
parts: the private section at one end,
containing the study downstairs and the
bedchamber above, possibly connected
at one time by a service stair as well as
a main private stair (service stair gone);
the central section with rooms for other
family and guests, the dining room and
sitting rooms, the section with the
grandest stair in the house; and the last
section - the north wing, the third
zone - which consisted of a single
room, a grand banqueting hall that
pushed up through the second floor and
dominated the whole . This was
Washington's "state room," added after
he was famous for very ceremonial affairs and formal entertaining. It was
bare and had an abandoned look when
not in use-like a stage might be. Here
Washington accepted his election as
President of the United States in April
1789.
The functioning of houses is always a
matter to be figured out, and it is a
basic essential of interpretation. You
may know nothing concrete when you
are through with the initial analysis of
function, but you will know your house
better. You will be alerted to nuances
elsewhere in the research. You will
realize that a change as small as cutting
a door-or, as at Gunston Hall, the
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removal of a secondary stair-can totally
alter the picture and put you on the
wrong track.
When you feel that you can proceed,
then do so, along the path long
established in the historical method .
I always like for the research in written materials to begin in very general
historical terms, placing the house in its
period in history, and following it
through the generations. This makes a
simple but valid framework. Before the
restoration is undertaken, you must
determine what historical period the
place is to represent. What does it
naturally reflect the best ? The
American Revolutionary era,
1776-1782; the Great Depression of
the thirties? The museum, or indeed
even the private house, can reflect the
times, without being a chronicle of
them. A better than average acquaintance with the relevant eras in history,
both national and local, is a great
benefit in the process of research. You
will be reading the writings of people
who lived through these times and were
probably living through them as they
wrote. It is important to be able to
sense their deeper meanings, and this
will bear fruit again and again in interpretation.
Written records that relate to the
historic house are from numerous
sources. For present purposes, confining
that discussion to the decorative arts, I
would say one begins at the courthouse.
At least that's where I usually start, and
of course the first thing you hope to get
is an inventory. I mentioned inventories
earlier, in the case of the White House,
where they are rather complete. Inventories were taken only when it was
assumed that there was something of
value in the house . They are numerous
for the 18th century and in the 19th up
until the middle of the 1870s, when I
find that in most places they either
become thin or die out. A reason for
this may lie in the fact that early in the
age of mass production, the resale value
of household goods declined.
In any case, certainly middle-class inventories are few and far between after
the 1870s. An inventory is likely to be
confusing when it does not list the
materials room-by-room. Remember that
it was a person who took the inventory
and he had to have some system. I have
been working on a Maryland house
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Built originally before 1742, Belmont has been added
trying to save the house.

called Montpelier which had one of
those confusing "list-type" inventories
made in 1830 (It is a house of about
1782.)
At the beginning are listed all the
curtains, rugs, bedhangings, etc. Then
there are groupings of things; at one
point there are, for example, two beds
and furniture, then later 10 beds and
furniture. W ell, the long and short of it
is, the inventory-maker (who knew little
about furniture) had indeed tried to
group things, but he had "tallied" items
area-by-area, the furnishings not being
in a wareho use but still in the rooms

to

over the years. A group of citizens, including the Philadelphia junior League, is a t work

where they belonged. We found-and it
seemed perfectly clear after we realized
what had happened-that the taker of
the inventory entered the house
through one of the attached side wings,
the one used as the ho usehold "office ."
Here were spinning wheels, a great
desk, and all manner of things of that
type. More significantly, for purposes of
the inventory, it was July and in this
room the winter rugs and h angings were
all stored! From there the inventory
"unfolded." I mentioned the grouping
of beds- the man had grouped what he
could see. It was clear to us that from
27

... it is the restorationist and
material historian who often cannot
see the forest for the trees.
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the center hall upstairs he co uld actually see 8 beds in the various bedchambers. And so on.
Inventories are, of course, very basic
and you're lucky if you have one. I find,
in most cases, even the most seemingly
obscure can be figured out. One never
stops at the "the" inventory, however.
All other inventories in the area
available for the period must be consulted. Often there is no inventory at
all, as, for example, in the case of
Gunston Hall. Then you still look for
inventories, finding inventories of other
houses larger o r smaller or presumably
the same, bringing together as many as
you can find for purposes of historical
synthesis and analysis toward developing
your furnishings plan.
When, alas, there are no inventories
at all (often the case out west) you go to
the other sources. Interestingly, as the
inventories begin to die out, the
historic photographs appear-sometimes
that saves the day.
Let's touch on some other sources:
Personal papers and accounts are not
usually found in the courthouse,
although court papers will sometimes
contain treasure troves. I think of the
architect who died in East T exas in
1839, a native, we believe, of
Rochester, New York. He named no
kin; his friends and fellow boarders at
the local Sublett Tavern attended to his
estate (and carefully divided his 6,000
acres among their own mourning
selves). All the architect's papers went
into record at the court and there they
are today- building contracts, an inventory even of his room at Sublett's and
the contents of his pockets at the hour
of his death .
Such materials exist everywh ere. But,
of course, do they pertain to your particular house? Now and then, the paths
of restoration and rich documentation
like that do cross. The federal court
records in Atlanta did yield all the
original orders for furnishings of the
house of South Carolina's Reconstruction governor Franklin Moses, made at
the time he occupied Wade H ampton's
mansion, which he bought for back
taxes. I also recall being in Concord,
N ew H ampshire, some years back and
finding in court records some pages of
original paint-orders from Asher Ben-

jamin, made in 1812-rose, straw, dutch
yellow and so on . Information like that
is priceless in a regional context, even if
it does not relate to the particular interior you are involved with. Collect
everything that pertains to the period in
which you are working and oftentimes.
it is good to glean from the earlier years
as well.
The courthouse is the principal archive of any locality. While we may not
think of it as such, a courthouse has
been central to a community since the
community's founding as a depository of
legal papers and records. Unless you
have had the unhappy history that
befell Appomattox County, Virginia
(where the courthouse burned down in
1892 and but one record book, out for
binding, has survived), you will find in
the courthouse one of yo ur most versatile sources.
On the subject of public records,
generally you will find your best sources
on decorative arts in a region in
building records. Especially if a public
building was built under the direction of
a commission , the records are likely to
be rich. You h ave the day-to-day,
records of the commission meetings
with their debates sometimes in
dialogue form; reports of the various
trades; bids made by decorators and jobbers, with proposals for designs; and correspondence on any number of subjects
from furniture to color to light ing
devices. This material yo u may find for
courthouses, churches, schools, capitols,
governors' man sions, customhousesand so on. In the course of researching
a book on Victorian interiors, I came
across two good 1880s interior photos of
a lighthouse in Maine. Back in
Washington, D.C. , I took these to the
N ational Archives and was able to
locate the records of the lighthouse in
the annex in Suitland, Maryland, complete with an account of the purchases
for what I saw in the pictures- including the lighthouse keeper's debate
in letters over whether his interior
blinds were to be stained and varnished,
or painted. The superior insisted upon
varnish, to save on paint. But he must
never have checked; the blinds were
painted very white!
In the area of newspapers and personal archives, you are likely to find
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just abo ut anything. Complete runs of
most early newspapers are hard to find
and except for advertisement, normally
give you little about interiors; reporting
of this sort seems to come much later.
For example, the first detailed account
of the interiors of the White Ho use was
not published until 1856, when a
reporter toured the state rooms and
described them in some detail. The East
Room appeared first in a published print
in the 1850s. The earliest interior view
of the White House was taken in June
1846, less than a decade after the invention of the camera; it showed Polk's
cabinet seated in the west end of the
State Dining Room and the print lay
hidden until 1976, when published by
the Victorian Society.
Newspaper accounts of the White
House, as far as objects are concerned,
begin only in the 1850s and invariably
they are descriptions. The principal
guests promenaded at that time in a
long oval, so that the guests could see
the women 's dresses and court trains ,
some as long as 9 feet; this took place
in the East Room. Lincoln was reported
by a servant as saying to his wife, on
seeing her ball dress, " My but the old
eat 's got a long tail tonight!" Each of
the dresses of the 10 or so main ladies
was given a paragraph or two- and
always in the most flattering of terms,
with purple description s of the richness
of the materials.
One always hopes for trunks of personal papers to appear. Woodlawn h as
been thus blessed only recently with the
location in loving hands (thank
goodness) of a trunk filled with letters,
fabric swatches, miniatures and the like
from Woodlawn and Mount Vernon in
the days of George Washington and
Nellie C ustis. Way-out-West restoration
architect Rodd Wheaton has fo und so
much out about the G rant-Kohrs Ranch
in Montana that the restoration and
preservation is producing a house of incredible accuracy. Much of the
Continued on page 30.

/ 880s chandeliers reproduced: In the Senate Chamber
of the New York State Capiwl, the original brass gaslights designed by H.H. Richardson and long ago lost,
have been reproduced from early photographs and
once again light the chamber. Workers are seen here
in / 976 hanging rhe reproductions.
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Right: Louisiana house near Baton Rouge,
photographed in 1868, showing the furnishings of the
gallery, or porch, and 19th century ornaments in the
yard. The cistern is of a kind that became very
popular in the region following the yellow fever
epidemic of 1867.
Above: Belmont interior.

materials had never left the site.
The unpublished diaries of Benjamin
B. French, long-time chief of the marshalls of Washington City, and commissioner of public buildings under Lincoln, are a rich resource. We are
familiar with Major French's intimate
accounts of the Lincoln household, of
Mrs. Lincoln's rages and Lincoln's
peculiarities. But between these much
visited islands is a sea of unpublished
material to delight any of us in this
room. Here is a taste:
July 22, 1856: Major French and his
brother had been out in his yard in
Washington trying to make his fountain
spurt water; he failed, as he was to fail
with the fountains he put in the White
House. Now begins French, "I went into the house and put myself to more
useful endeavors. I got my tools and the
fancy cornice metal and went under the
tree and made the cornices for the
parlor. I cut the wood to size, fixing to
each an end, which I meant to attach
to the wall and I drove in the spikes
that would hold the curtain. Then I
tacked the metal onto the frame, careful
not to dent it or chip the gilt. Mrs.
French and I tacked fringe along the
bottom. With one of these hung over
each window, it was a pretty and
genteel sight." I assume lace was hung
on the spikes and fell to the floor.
Benjamin French is a rich source of
minutiae. Unhappily, most people are
worse than the Apostles about recording
apparently trivial detail; intimate detail
is hard to find, though cherished, when
it comes along.
In restoration work, we search for bits
and pieces, very rarely ever finding
enough for total recall. I have, by no
means, tried to cover the front. Sooner
or later, we arrive at the point of conjecturing. That is the crucial point.
What must we do with that narrowsthat void-between the facts and the
resurrection we wish to stage? Once
again, this is where the restorers usually
fail. It is easy enough to decorate that
barren spot with a bit of your own ego,
or in other words, something "just
right." You can guarantee the results a
twenty-to-thirty-year life span-for as
time passes, what is "just right"
Continued on page 59.
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The Sixteenth Street Baptist Church built by black contractor T. C. Windham in 1911.

Photographs from left to right:
Katherine and Gertrude Mabry, daughters of Professor
Charles T. Mabry, Principal of Cameron School and a
Smithfield resident. c. 1920. Photograph courtesy of
Margaret Willis johnson. Gary Dobbs.
Unidentified family, c. 1890s. Photograph courtesy of
Kaman E.A.R. Afrika from his T.C. Windham
Collection. Gary Dobbs.
Joseph Riley Smith and family. Back row, left to right,
Hugh Morrow, Marshall Harris Molton, ]ames Riley
Smith, ]r.; Front row, left to right, Margaret Smith
Morrow, holding Katherine Molton, Dr. Joseph Riley
Smith, Kate Molton Smith. Picture made c. 1900.
Photograph courtesy of Mrs. Willis C. Hagan. Gary
Dobbs.

mages
mithfield
the aspirations of black homeowners and
just to the east of Birmingham's center,
lying on the elevated plain nestled between residents who found opportunity in the
Village Creek and the series of hills known New South Industrial City of Birmingham.
The neighborhood still houses many
as Flint Ridge, Enon Ridge, and College
Hills, lies Smithfield. Settled by john Smith, ethnic groceries , including the Simonetti
and Finnochio stores and the Vincent
possibly as early as 1816, the area was
intensively farmed for cotton and corn, and Rosato Store, where Rosato taught the
a sizable plantation economy developed. In grocery business to ]oe Bruno , a young lad
1882, noting the growth of the new city of from East Thomas who roomed with the
family.
Birmingham, John's son, prominent
Culminating a lengthy research effort
physician-planter joseph Riley Smith,
promptly subdivided his farmlands , laid out directed by Paige McWilliams, two
National Register Historic Districts have
broad streets and avenues, and named
been formed, and with the assistance of
them for members of his family.
Shirley Quales and Ellen Mertins at the
During the early years of the 2Oth
century, Smithfield became home to all
Alabama Historical Commission in
classes of black citizens, including many of Montgomery , the nominations for each
the city's most prominent black professional have been officially forwarded to
and white collar workers. Twenty-nine
Washington for final review and listing on
properties built by 190 1 remain in the
the National Register of Historic Places.
district. By 1909, there were 199 black
The two new districts are the Smithfield
heads of household living in Smithfield. Of Historic District (460 properties in
these, social historians would classify 30%
Birmingham's earliest and most substantial
as black middle class. This per cent is
concentration of black middle-class home
nationally significant. Thirty-four residences buildings), lying between 8th Avenue West
associated with these individuals remain
and 4th Avenue West and between 6th
today. Five were designed by black
Street West and 1st Street West and the
architect Wallace A Rayfield and built by
Joseph Riley Smith Historic District in an
black contractor T. C. Windham, both
area presently known as College Hills,
residents of Birmingham. Windham's office along 9th Court West and lOth Avenue
building (built c. 1912) on 8th Avenue is
West from 1st to 4th Streets . This district
the oldest remaining commercial building in includes seven residences associated with
Smithfield. Black professionals, including
the family of planter-promoter-physicianphysician A M . Brown, contractor R. A
developer Joseph Smith.
Blount, educator A H. Parker, attorney
Archival research has proven the
E. A Brown, and merchant john Coar, all significance of Smithfield's residences , but
built homes in Smithfield in these early
the Smithfield Neighborhood History
years. Additionally, 51 residences built for
Committee 's identification of long-time
the black middle and upper class in the
residents and gracious sharing of family
mid- to- late 1920s remain today,
records, documents, and photographs
comprising 11% of the district residences .
provide vivid and exciting sparks to reThese constitute a significant statement of
kindle the spirit of another time .
Text and Captions by
Marjorie Longenecker White

' [, Climb"'• •
social club including
many early Smithfield
area residents, c. 1905.
Those identified are: 1st
row, Ethel Simmons;
2nd row, Stella
McDowell Nealy, Jennie
White Hadnot, Juliette
Bradford, Bessie
Johnson; 3rd row, Nellie
Brown; 4th row,
Gertrude Ragland, Lilly
Henderson and Mrs.
Broughton. Photograph
courtesy of Margaret
Johnson Willis. Gary
Dobbs .

' [, P"k" High Sclwol grruluoting cl'"• '·
1924 with A. H. Parker at the right. Parker High
founded in 1899 by Parker, a Smithfield District
resident, still serves as
an educational and
cultural hub for
the community.
Photograph courtesy
of Barbara Herd
Cook!i. Gary Dobbs .

B

laok builde. and wn.,actot, T.C.

Windham, photographed by Lollar's, March
18, 1941. This photograph and those which
follow are published from the collections of
Kaman E.A.R. Afrika who, with his mother,
Ivory Dawson Walker, have conducted
extensive research into the career of
builder/contractor T.C. Windham.
Windham, a slaveowner who hailed from
Arkansas, had substantial business interests
there before beginning his Birmingham
career in the early 1910s.
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Sojoume. Truth Club,

another area social organization
included these distinguished
ladies. Photograph courtesy of
Gamalia C. Cole. Gary Dobbs.

atde He.d a. 1918 college
student. Photograph courtesy of Barbara
Herd Cooks . Gary Dobbs.

M

W

dham Hvod ;n .,and ,,,. m

this stately residence known as "The
Mansion." The Mansion, located along
8th Avenue in a block of real estate he
owned and developed, featured the
finest of craftsman features for the
period including elaborately carved
woodwork, stained glass, lighting
fixtures, and furnishings.

A
labama Penny Savm., Bank wa• Among T.C. Wmdham'•
built at 310 8th Street North, by
construction legacy in Birmingham is
T .C. Windham.
the Pythian Temple built in 1913.
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)ohruon, ,....luate of
the New England Conservatory
of Music and a leading tenor
soloist, hailed from Smithfield.
Photograph courtesy of Margaret
johnson Willis. Gary Dobbs.

' [ , wodding of T.C. (Codnno)
Windham. Her father, T.C. Windham,
for whom she was named, is pictured
at the bride's left, with other members
of the Windham family, including
another daughter, Geneva, who
married a Nashville architect and
builder. Photograph courtesy of Kaman

E.A.R. Afrika. Gary Dobbs.
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udal of Dorothy Chandle< at

Enon Ridge Cemetery, c. 1920.

Photograph courtesy of Gamalia Chandler
Cole. Gary Dobbs.

Fannie

May Hawkin,. Photo,...phed at the Boykin family home,

formerly on 8th Avenue.

Photograph courtesy of Thomas Underwood. Gary Dobbs.
SMITHFIELD ADDENDA
Marjorie Longenecker White, who authored the Smithfield National Register
District Nomination, compiled this article with the assistance of Paige McWilliams
and the Smithfield History Committee.
The Birmingham Historical Society is grateful to this Historical Advisory
Committee: Mrs. Thelma C. Nolan, Mrs. Margaret Willis, Ms . Agnes Studimire,
Ms. ]essimine Taylor, Mrs. Annie Maude Smith, Mr. jimmie Walker, Mrs.
Gamalia C. Cole, Mr. ]esse Gandy, Kaman E.A.R. Afrika, and to Mrs . Ivory
Walker and Mrs. Henley Smith, for their generous assistance.
Diligent, superb, resourceful, and most dedicated photographer Gary Dobbs,
made it possible to present this photographic essay.
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Henry M. Edmonds, Pastor,
First Presbyterian Church,
Montgomery, Alabama,
1907-1913; Pastor, South
Highlands Presbyterian
Church, Birmingham, Alabama
1913-1915; Pastor,
Independent Presbyterian
Church, 191 5-194 2. Coun esy
of Independent Presbyterian
Church and the Birmingham
Public Library.

n April 1913, the Rev . Henry M.
Edmonds left the First
Presbyterian Church of Montgomery, Alabama, and accepted
the call to the prestigious South
Highlands Presbyterian Church of
Birmingh am, Alabama. South Highlands, with a congregation of 611, offered Edmonds an opportunity to expand his ministry and to meet new people. As he later noted, "The South
Highland congregation was larger, the
city was larger, and at that time I began
to have vague notions of breaking over
ordinary bounds and reaching more people." More specifically, the move was
the product of pressure from two South
Highlands' members, Victor Hanson
and Frank Glass, the new owners of the
Birmingham News. These men, both of
whom had recently moved their membership from the First Presbyterian
C hurch in Montgomery, began to
pressure the congregation of South
Highlands to call Edmonds to fill the
church 's vacant pulpit. Simultaneously,
they urged their friend and former
pastor to accept a call [ 1].
These events helped set the stage for
a controversy that not only would gain
the attention of those within Presbyterian circles, but also of the entire
religious and civic community of Birmingham . On October 24, 1915 , Edmonds, to the dismay of many in his
congregation, tendered his resign ation
as pastor of South Highlands. Twentyfour days later, the North Alabama
Presbytery deposed him from the
ministry of the Southern Presbyterian
C hurch [2].
Edmonds, the son of a York,
Alabama, merchant, was graduated with
a Bachelor of Arts degree from the
University of T ennessee in Knoxville in
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AND HIS CONTROVERSY WITH
THE SOUTHERN PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH, 1913-1915.

By B. Dwain Waldrep

Independent Presbyterian
Church. Courtesy of the
Birmingham Public Library.
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Edmonds ... viewed scripture not as a consistent body of divine

revelation ... but rather as a progressive revelation. . ..
1899. Several years later, and after
much thought, he decided to enter the
ministry of the Presbyterian Church.
For his theological education, he chose
the Presbyterian Theological Seminary
in Louisville, Kentucky, from which he
was graduated with a Bachelor of
Divinity degree in 1907. He became
pastor of the First Presbyterian Church
of Montgomery that same year. Six
years later, he moved to Birmingham,
thereby initiating the chain of events
that led to his separation from the
Southern Presbyterian Church. To
understand the actions of Edmonds and
his opponents in the controversy at
South Highlands, it is helpful to have a
perspective on the times in which the
controversy took place [3).
During the post-Civil War years,
radical changes took place in the intellectual climate of America which
produced opposing forces in the
theological life of the nation. Within
the scientific community, '' ... practically every important American scientist had been converted to Darwin's
theory of biological evolution, and
Herbert Spencer's 'Social Darwinism'
was equally influential." In addition to
this, theology students who studied in
Germany and Scotland returned to
America and began disseminating the
liberal theology that they acquired in
universities abroad. This liberalism
" ... emphasized the ethical message of
a humanized Christ and the imminence
of God in the human heart." Liberals
accepted the new ideas and theories
from the sciences and adapted their
theology to these by rejecting the doctrines of supernaturalism, Original Sin,
and the vicarious Atonement of Christ.
In order to reject these doctrines, the
liberals had to modify their position on
the authority of the scriptures. In areas
where the Bible seemed to conflict with
the sciences, scripture was rejected in
favor of the conclusions of the scientist.
These events set the stage for the
theological controversies that began in
the late 1870s and that produced the
theological pluralism of contemporary
Protestant America [4].
Between 1870 and World W ar I, such
disputes arose in almost every major
American denomination. In the North,
liberal forces were so strong that,

" ... stamping out the spark in one
place could not prevent a general conflagration." In the South, however,
most disputes were short-lived due to an
entrenched conservatism that would not
tolerate dissent. This was especially true
of the Southern Presbyterian Church
with which Edmonds was associated [5).
Solidly conservative and strongly
Calvinistic, the Southern Presbyterian
Church stood fast against the encroachment of liberal theology. In 1907, the
Presbyterian Standard, a denominational
paper stated that the new theology had
"no sympathy among teachers in
Southern theological seminaries." Indeed, defections from orthodoxy began
not in the seminaries, but in the pulpits
of the denomination [6).
In 1892, Reverend B.D.D. Greer expressed his "abhorrence" of certain doctrines taught in the Confession of Faith
and the catechisms of the Southern
Presbyterian C hurch. Based on these expressions of dissent, the West Texas
Presbytery divested Greer of his
ministerial office. In 1904, the
Presbytery of Fort Worth, Texas, began
an investigation into the theology of
Dr. William Caldwell, pastor of the
First Presbyterian Church of that city.
Caldwell rejected the substitutionary
Atonement of Christ, the Mosaic
authorship of the Pentateuch, and the
historicity of the early chapters of
Genesis. By the time this controversy
ended, his case had been heard by the
Synod of Texas and the General
Assembly of the Southern Presbyterian
Church. After six years of litigation, the
Fort Worth Presbytery announced that
"it found no evidence that afforded sufficient legal basis for an indictment for
heresy" [7).
In 1908, Reverend F. E. Maddox, pastor of the First Presbyterian Church of
Texarkana, preached a series of sermons
in which he rejected the doctrines of
Biblical inerrancy and the substitionary
Atonement of Christ. He approved of
the theological reconstruction going on
in America and compared it with the
Reformation of the sixteenth century.
Due to the radical nature of these sermons, the Daily Texarkanian decided to
publish them, and they were later
reprinted in book form . This departure
from orthodoxy brought swift response
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from the Ouachita Presbytery. After
convicting Maddox of heresy, the
Presbytery suspended him from the
ministry. He withdrew from the
Presbyterian church and, along with
many members of his former congregation, organized the First Congregational
Church of Texarkana. The next major
controversy to affect the Southern
Presbyterian Church occurred in 1915,
in Birmingham, Alabama, and revolved
around Henry M. Edmonds [8).

I

n the summer of 1915, prior to
leaving for his vacation, Edmonds
discussed his theological convictions with the elders of his
church. He informed them that
he no longer believed in the
system of theology being taught in the
seminaries of the Southern Presbyterian
Church, and that he was contemplating
appearing before the Presbytery and informing them of his changed views. At
first, he considered leaving the
denomination, but, after much thought
and conversation with other ministers
and with members of his own congregation, he decided to remain until the
church courts ruled that his views
demanded separation [9].
The views which Edmonds discussed
with the elders of South Highlands were
indeed at variance with those affirmed
by the Southern Presbyterian Church
and taught in the denomination's
seminaries. Edmonds, for example,
viewed scripture not as a consistent
body of divine revelation, inerrant and
verbally inspired in all its parts, but
rather as a progressive revelation,
culminating in the final presentation by
Jesus of God as loving Father, a revelation that h ad its authority not so much
because it was God-given but because it
coincided so perfectly with the human
need to be completely and durably
loved [10). In another example, Edmonds rejected the traditional
Presbyterian doctrine of man's total
depravity, the belief that "man by the
Fall is utterly indisposed and made opposite to all good and wholly inclined
to all evil." To such a doctrine, Edmonds replied,
I have never seen any such man;
I myself, mean as I am, am not that

Solidly conservative and strongly Calvinistic, the Southern Presbyterian Church
stood fast against the encroachment of liberal theology.

]ames Bowron
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Edmonds rejected the traditional Presbyterian
doctrine of man's total depravity ...
bad. That is a hypothetical man that
never existed; man utterly without God.
And there is no such. God's fingerprints
are on us all and to the end. That man
is an extension of that logical structure
of theology, which contradicts human
experience and, to me, the plain
teaching of Jesus [11).
In regard to Jesus, Edmonds also
broke with Presbyterian tradition, denying the value of the Virgin Birth and
the Resurrection as proofs of divinity.
His response to the doctrine of the
Virgin Birth was that it had "no
theological significance" and was to be
"accepted or rejected purely on the
basis of historical evidence." It was not
part of His Divinity. "His Sonship to
God-that is, his likeness to God, as
the words meant then-was a matter of
character, of behavior, of stature, of
power." As with the doctrine of the
Virgin Birth, so with the question of
the Resurrection: "Despite all the
arguments that have been presented,"
Edmonds reasoned , "it has never to me
conditioned His Divinity, or His acceptableness with God." Thus, to Edmonds, Jesus was not Messiah , Son of
God, as a result of the nature of either
his birth or his Resurrection-nor, for
that matter, because he was a miracle
worker. His status in relation to God
was born, rather, of a perfect obedience
to the Divine Will, and his primary role
in human salvation was to provide, by
teaching and act ion , an example of
what relationship man should have with
God and what relationship God desired
to have with man [12) .
Beliefs such as these-and there were
a number of others-marked Edmonds
as a theological liberal and clearly put
him at variance with the established
theology of Southern Presbyterians . His
beliefs also reflected the strong impact
upon him, as with other liberals, of the
new science, with its emphasis upon experimental validation of ideas and its rejection of unverified assertions of
authority, whether in matters of faith or
action [13].
Edmonds' concern over his variance
from traditional Presbyterian doctrine
and his discussions of his theological
views with the elders of the South
Highlands church were not exercises in
the abstract. His actions were, rather,
concrete responses to criticisms of his

theology which were coming from certain members of his congregation. He
described one of these people as a
"heresy-hunter." This man, said Edmonds, "was an impressive, up-standing,
quite articulate layman, who had been
to a Fundamentalist Bible School."
Having received some instructions in
theology, this individual quickly seized
upon any deviation from orthodoxy
within the church. Later, Edmonds,
while reflecting on these events, wrote
that this person "did not represent
either the theological views or the spirit
of the church." Actually, the majority
of the South Highlands congregation
had no concept of systems of theology
and considered theological differences
to be unimportant. At times it seemed
that Edmonds and his "heresy-hunter"
virtually had the theological field to
themselves. Writing later in a somewhat
more light-hearted spirit, Edmonds said,
"I think I could have got by with my
heresies but for him." At the end of July, with these matters weighing heavily
on his mind, Edmonds left for his vacation [14).

n Monday, September 13,
the Session of the church
met and Edmonds'
theological pos ition was
again discussed. Fearing that
any unilateral action on the
part of the Session would disrupt the
peace and harmony of the congregation,
Elder John W. Sibley introduced a
resolution which called for referral of
the matter to the North Alabama
Presbytery. After much debate, the
resolution carried by a vote of six to
five. This vote reflects the divided mind
of the Session, which, by this time had
split into opposing factions. One group,
fearing the loss of Edmonds if the matter went before the Presbytery, wanted
to solve the problem within the church .
The other group, fearing the disruption
of the fellowship of the church, wanted
the matter to be settled by the
denominational courts. The latter group
also contained those who seriously questioned Edmonds' theology. In time,
subsequent events converted the fears of
both groups into reality [15).
Reaction to the Session's decision
came swiftly. On the following day,
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thirty men from the congregation met
at an informal meeting held in the Birmingham Chamber of Commerce
Building. They considered the situation
brought about by the action of the Session the previous night and decided to
support Edmonds and to attempt to
reverse the present course of events.
Elders S. W . Lee and V. S. Gage, who
voted against referral the night before,
gave some hope to the group by indicating that one or more of those who
voted to refer to Presbytery might be
persuaded to change his mind [16).
Accordingly, they adopted a resolution informing the Session that its action was not in harmony with a decided
majority of the congregation and calling
for the withdrawal of the resolution of
referral to the Presbytery. In addition to
this, they expressed "absolute confidence" in the soundness of Edmonds'
preaching and teaching. This expression
of confidence had little to do with
theology. These men liked and admired
Edmonds for his professional attitude,
his gracious spirit, and his concern for
the social welfare of his congregation
and community. At the close of the
meeting, a committee of five men headed by Frank P. Glass was appointed to
present the resolution to the Session
and to urge the withdrawal of the matter from the Presbytery [ 17).
On Friday evening, September 17, the
Session met to receive the committee.
After reading the resolution, each
member of the committee expressed his
feeling about Edmonds and pleaded
with the Session to reconsider the plan
of referral to Presbytery. Upon completion of its business, the committee
retired, and the Session began its discussion of the present state of affairs [18).
During this trying week, Sibley, who
had introduced the resolution of referral, had a change of heart. He stated
that "a large part of the congregation"
had approached him about the matter
and discussed his responsibility as introducer of the resolution for the action
of the Session. Edmonds also talked
with him and convinced him that the
difference between the theological positions was "more verbal than real." In
response to this pressure, Sibley put forward a new motion calling for a reconsideration of the referral issue, and requested that the entire matter be

His response to the doctrine of the Virgin Birth was that it had ''no theological significance''
and was to be ''accepted or rejected purely on the basis of historical evidence.''
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. he does not believe that Christ died as our vicarious substitute to satisfy
Divine justice and deliver us from the judicial penalty of the law."

South Highlands
Presbyterian Church,
located on Highland
A venue at the corner of
Twenty-first Street, South.
Courtesy of the Birmingham
Public Library .

stricken from the record [ 19).
Followii1g Sibley's communication, a
statement by Elder James Bowron, who
was unable to attend the meeting, was
read to the Session by the Clerk, James
Brockman. In this letter, Bowron made
a formal protest against Sibley's new
motion. In stating his reasons, Bowron
wrote that "a called meeting cannot
override the action of a stated
meeting," a!;ld that the suppression of
the truth, "is not in accordance with
the dignity of an ecclesiastical body."
He then requested that his official relationship to the church as a ruling elder
be dissolved if the new Sibley motion
prevailed [20).
In addition to Bowron's formal protest, Elder Bradshaw declined to vote
and requested that his reasons for doing
so be included in the record. He refused
to vote on the following grounds: first,
he stated that "this Session has no
jurisdiction over the subject matter involved"; second, he reminded them
that this meeting of the Session was not
a legally constituted one and could
decide nothing; third, he noted that the
mover of the resolution to be annulled
was not present and could not be heard;
and fourth, Edmonds, whose interests
were involved, was not present and
could not be heard. In spite of these objections, the motion, after discussion,
carried by a vote of six to five. Those
opposed to referral felt some relief by
this apparent victory, but it would
prove to be short-lived [21).
During the meeting of the Session
held on October 11, the clerk requested
instructions on the status of the minutes
of the conference of elders held on
September 17. Should they be included
as official minutes, or eliminated from
the record? After consideration, the Session decided to retain the minutes for
information purposes but to reject the
action taken on the referral resolution.
This decision, based on the legality of
the conference, annulled the victory
won by those opposed to referral to
Presbytery [22).
Not giving up without a fight, the opposition put forward a new motion
against referral. This time there could
be no question of legality, for this was a
duly constituted meeting of the Session.
Their attempt to save the situation ended in defeat. After discussion, a vote of
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five to five left the original resolution
intact. This settled the matter. Edmonds would appear before the North
Alabama Presbytery to face an examination of his theological views. No charge
of heresy had been made, and this examination was to determine whether or
not Edmonds' theology was orthodox.
Heresy charges would depend on the
outcome of the examination [23).
On October 17, two days before the
examination, an article in the Birmingham Age-Herald brought the dispute
to the public's attention. In the article,
Edmonds declared that he differed with
the orthodox interpretation of the inspiration of the Bible and of the
substitutionary Atonement of Christ. In
reference to the latter, he said that it
was, "a part of our heathen inheritance
dressed in terms of Roman courtroom
procedure." In his estimation, however,
these differences were not to be viewed
as "essential to the salvation of any
soul." Having been informed of the
controversy, the people of Birmingham
waited expectantly for the outcome of
the pending examination [24).
In response to this article, the Session
made a statement to the congregation.
They informed the members of the
church about the referral resolution in
an effort to correct the growing impression that Edmonds was being
persecuted. Members were requested to
"withhold judgment" on the matter until after the examination. Critical of the
publication of the controversy, they
stated that, " ... the Session in the interest of the peace and harmony of the
Church has made no publication or
public statement and does not now wish
to do so, since the matter of doctrine
has been referred to Presbytery, where
the real facts will be brought
out ... " [25).
Edmonds had to drive sixty miles to
Fayette, Alabama, to meet with
members of the North Alabama
Presbytery. Many of his friends, including Frank Glass and Sidney Bowie,
accompanied him to the meeting. Having failed to prevent the Session from
referring the matter to the Presbytery,
they were determined to fight for exoneration at the examination [26).
After reading a statement from the
Session of South Highlands, the
Presbytery appointed a judicial commit-
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"In the simplicity that is jesus," Edmonds argued, "we
do not meet with the tangled skein of theology. ''
tee to investigate the matter and determine a course of action for the
Presbytery. On Wednesday afternoon ,
the committee assembled at the Turner
Hotel and began its inquiry. For about
an hour and ten minutes they listened
to Edmonds and his supporters as they
stated their side of the dispute. Afterwards, they decided that the Presbytery
should examine Edmonds' theology and
wrote their report which would be submitted the following morning [27).
On Thursday morning, the moderator
read the report to the main body.
When it h ad been approved, he appointed two men to lead the examination . For two ho urs Edmonds answered
questions and defended his theological
convictions. His answers satisfied the
Presbytery in every area except one: the
Atonement [28).
In stating his deviation from orthodoxy, the Presbytery said that
" ... he does not believe that Christ
died as our vicarious substitute to satisfy
Divine Justice and deliver us from the
judicial penalty of the law." The differences between Edmonds and the
Presbytery hinged on how Christ's
death brought salvation to man [29].
Presbyterian orthodoxy asserted that
Christ died a vicarious death to satisfy
God's Divine Justice and to pay the
penalty for man's sin. To die vicariously
is to die in the place of another. This
position is firmly based on Scripture.
Many Biblical texts assert the substitutionary theme of C hrist's death. For example, Romans 5:8 states that
" ... God demonstrates His own love
toward us, in that while we were yet
sinners, C hrist died for us." In demanding punishment for transgression, God
is acting in harmony with His attributes. His ho liness demands punitive
justice. His love, through Christ's
vicarious death , provides satisfaction for
His justice. According to the Apostle
Paul, the Aton ement took place so that
God " ... might be just and the justifier
of the one who has faith in Jesus" [30).
Edmonds rejected such proof. Later,
reflecting on his examination, he said
that "it was contrary to my experien ce
and to my estimate of the character of
God that His justice must be satisfied
. .. before he could forgive us . ... " His
position, as with other of his beliefs,
was based on his analysis of human

experience and his view of God's
character as that character was finally
revealed by Jesus. Demanding death
before forgiveness is given was not what
Edmonds knew to be normal in human
relationships. To him, experience
taught that we forgive o ur loved ones
simply because we love them . In the
same way, he argued, God forgives us
because He loves us. His forgiveness has
nothing to do with Christ's death. That
death was the natural consequence of
taking human form and living in a sinful world. Christ did no t come to die
for our sins. He came to teach us what
a godly life is, and how to live one. We
profit from this when we observe His
actions and attitudes and seek to imitate them. "In the simplicity that is
Jesus," Edmonds argued, "we do not
meet with the tangled skein of
theology." The Christ observed in the
Gospels is not the Christ of Pauline
theology [31].
These two views of the Atonement
are fundamentally different. For the
Presbytery, C hrist's death was the key
to man's salvation . For them, what one
believed was as important as how one
lived . For Edmonds, Christ's death was
of no consequence for salvation. To be
saved was to be rescued from a sinful
and selfish lifestyle, and taught to love
your neighbor as you love yourself.
What you believed was irrelevant as
long as it motivated you to godly living.
Wh en the examination ended, the
Presbytery required two things of Edmonds. First, hoping that his present
views did not represent h is final views,
they asked him to study, reflect, and
pray over the disputed point. Second,
they asked him to refrain from discussing from his pulpit or in the public
press the issue over which they differed.
Edmonds was greatly surprised. He had
expected to be exonerated. He especially disliked the second requirement.
"That seemed an intolerable condition
to my friends and to me." Edmonds
decided to resign, and he and his
friends immediately took steps to form a
new church, meeting the following day
to lay plans for an independent
organization [32].
On Saturday, October 23, the Session
of South Highlands met and received
Edmonds' resignation. He asked them
to read it to the congregation during
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Thus, to Edmonds, Jesus was
not Messiah, Son of God, as a
result of the nature of either his
birth or his Resurrection-nor,
for that matter, because he was
a miracle worker. His status in
relation to God was born,
rather, of a perfect obedience to
the Divine Will, and his primary
role in human salvation was to
provide, by teaching and action,
an example of what relationship
man should have with God and
what relationship God desired to
have with man.
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He had, in effect, renounced the communion of the Church
and separated himself from its ecclesiastical ties.
the morning service the next day. They
accepted his resignation and agreed to
read it at the end of the morning service. They made arrangements to obtain
a pastor to conduct services on Sunday,
and the meeting ended [33).
Edmonds and his followers accepted
the offer of Rabbi Mo rris Newfield to
use Temple Emanu-El across the street
from South Highlands as a temporary location for their services. On Sunday
morning, October 24, the Independent
Presbyterian Church, with over five hundred persons in attendance, held its first
service at the Temple. Four hundred and
forty-eight of these were members from
South Highlands, the membership of
which now dropped to three hundred
and two. The fears of both factions of
the Session had become a reality. Edmonds had resigned and the fellowship
of the church had certainly been
disrupted. While Edmonds finished his
sermon entitled "The School of T ears,"
his resignation was being read across the
street at South Highlands [34].

y leaving South Highlands
in this manner, Edmonds
brought himself into further
conflict with the Presbytery.
First, he abandoned the
South Highlands Church by
refusing to fulfill his pastoral duties
toward the church. In the Presbyterian
Church, a pastor is not at liberty to
dissolve his pastoral relationship to his
church. According to the Book of
Church Order, the pastoral relationship
established by the Presbytery, " .. . cannot be changed except by consent of
Presbytery.'' If Edmonds had followed
the lawful procedure for tendering his
resignation, his relationship with the
Presbytery would not h ave been compromised. Under the present circumstances, the Book of Church Order
called for the institution of judicial proceedings against Edmonds for breach of
covenant. On November 8, the
Presbytery declared the pastoral relation
between Edmonds and the South
Highlands Church dissolved de facto according to the stated procedure for the
existing situation [35).
Second, by forming an independent
body with no ecclesiastical connection
with the Presbytery, Edmonds com prom-

ised his relationship to the Southern
Presbyterian Church. He had, in effect,
renounced the communion of the
Church and separated himself from its
ecclesiastical ties. In recognition of this,
on December 7, the Presbytery deposed
him from the denomination [36).
In 1961, when writing his memoirs,
Edmonds reflected on the actions he
took following the sessions of the
Presbytery. "From my present point of
view, forty-four years later, it might
have been better to have fought the
case through all the courts of the
church." Feeling, however, that his integrity was at stake over the results of
his examination before the Presbytery,
he chose to separate himself from the
South Highlands Church and to participate in the founding of an independent church. His deposition from the
Southern Pre~byterian Church resulted
not from his theological views but from
the steps which he took following his
examination by the Presbytery [36).
Edmonds' troubles within the
Southern Presbyterian Church were
reflections of growing tensions within
the larger sphere of American Protestantism, spawned by conservative reactions to a variety of expressions of
theological liberalism. By the 1920s,
tensions such as these had flowered into
a controversy of national proportions, in
which the major actors were the modernists, among the more radical of the
theological liberals, and the fundamentalists, representing the most conservative element in American Protestantism. Thus, Edmonds' controversy was
not just a local phenomenon-and certainly not an isolated one-but rather
one early manifestation of a struggle
that would yield not only dissension
and divisiveness within the ranks of major American Protestant denominations,
but on the interdenominational level as
well.•

Author's Note: I am indebted to Dr.
Virginia Hamilton for her professional advice and criticism, Dr. Marvin Whiting for
his inspiration and encouragement, Dr.
John Talley for directing me toward the
study of American church history, and my
wife, Phyllis, for her endurance and loving
support.
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Demanding death before
forgiveness was given was not
what Edmonds knew to be
normal in human relationships.
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tiers who moved into Jones Valley.
Families by the thousands left their
homes in the seaboard states during the
first years of the nineteenth century to
clear farms in the territories that lay
beyond the Appalachian Mountains.
Some pioneers on their way west decided that the valleys at the end of the
Appalachian chain seemed the right
place to stop. The soil in northern
Alabama's valley bottoms was not as
fertile as that of the famous Black Belt,
but dozens of families settled in what
became Jefferson County by the 1820s.
The initial attraction of Jones Valley, a
2-3-mile-wide valley between Red
Mountain and the ridges and hills of
the Cumberland Plateau, was the
alluvial soil which four major creeks
had deposited along their meandering
courses. One of those streams was
Village Creek.
When John T. Milner, chief engineer
for the construction of the statefinanced South and North Railroad,
rode along the ridge of Red Mountain
to survey the route of his railroad
through Jones Valley, he was struck by
the "quiet beauty" of the small farms
that lay in the valley below him. Jones
Valley was "one vast garden as far as
the eye could reach," and Village Creek
was one of the "beautiful, clear running
streams found gushing out everywhere''
which watered a relatively prosperous, if
isolated, farming community that
cultivated wheat and small crops of
com and cotton for market. There was
then no easy way to transport
agricultural produce to markets outside
the valley, but Milner remarked that
the farmers living in Jones Valley were
"easy-going, well-farmed, well-framed,
and well-regulated" [3). One of these
early planters was Williamson Hawkins
from Tennessee. Hawkins purchased
2,000 acres on Village Creek and
cleared a plantation that produced 100
bales of cotton a year by 1860 in addition to crops of corn, wheat, oats, rye,
potatoes, and turnips [4).

I
If water from Village Creek was indispensable to planters like Williamson
Hawkins, it was no less valuable to men
who dreamed about a different kind of
wealth that might be coaxed from the

ground in Jones Valley. Alabama's first
generation of white settlers did not
quickly recognize that the creeks and
streams that watered their fields also cut
through potentially valuable mineral
deposits. Coal outcropped on Hawkins'
land. He put this coal to no intensive
use, but a few residents of Jefferson
County began to exploit some of the
mineral wealth that lay buried near
their farms during the second quarter of
the 19th century. In 1851, Michael
Tuomey, Alabama's first state geologist,
observed what he described as the
"novel process" of "diving for coal" at
the mouth of Village Creek. A coal
seam exposed by the stream channel
was then being worked by a small crew.
Laborers working from an anchored flatboat loosened coal with wedges and
mauls suspended from the work boat.
Chunks of coal which had broken away
from the seam were then retrieved by
divers working in twos and threes, or
the coal was hoisted to the surface by
chain harnesses and a crane rigged to
the flatboat. T uomey called this
"primitive" mining, but the divers he
watched brought significant amounts of
coal to the surface free of shale and at a
relatively low cost [5).
Of course, not all the coal deposits
buried near Village Creek were as easy
to extract as those T uomey visited.
Jonathan Steel and James A. Mudd
started to dig for coal in this same area
soon after the geologist's visit. They
hauled coal out of the ground by the
more strenuous process of digging drifts
and headings. But the men who did the
digging and the other men who began
to build industrial towns near the mines
in the third quarter of the 19th century
put Village Creek at the center of their
plans. The 2,000-acre tract that John T.
Milner, railroad-builder turned citybuilder, planned to acquire for an industrial city in Jones Valley was several
miles to the east of the established
farming settlement and county seat of
Elyton and adjacent to Village Creek.
Milner dreamed of a big city, and he
chose his site because there were 53
springs and a creek in it to provide his
city with an ample water supply. Milner
quickly established two roads to the
stream, located a channel in which
Village Creek might be diverted still
closer to his proposed town, and
52

waited for success [6).
Due to competition from a rival
developer, however, Milner selected a
second site for Birmingham. This site
was not located on Village Creek. The
notion persisted nevertheless that the
new site, criss-crossed by rivers of
underground water, was situated on the
banks of Village Creek. Charles Linn, a
Swedish sea captain turned banker and
industrialist, established a park in 1874
in the heart of the infant city's fledgling
business district. Graded walks, rustic
seats and benches, and two summerhouses "where young couples would
hide themselves and recite poetry" were
planned as was a fountain that the local
newspaper reported would be "throwing
up Village Creek water by the ton" [7).
There were two demands for water in
early Birmingham. One was domestic,
for drinking, cooking, and cleaning.
The second, which demanded far more
water than domestic users, was industrial. Enormous quantities of water are required at every stage of iron production.
The Tennessee Coal, Iron, and Railroad
Company estimated that it used 25,000
gallons of water for every ton of ore
charged into one of its blast furnaces.
By 1910, TCI was using 400 million
gallons of water every day, more than
10 times that consumed by all of the
residential customers of Birmingham [8).
Meeting the enormous demand for
water was never easy. Unlike northern
industrial centers, Birmingham was not
located near a major river like the
Monongahela, Schuylkill, or Merrimack, and it had to depend on the
flows of the creeks that had first caught
John Milner's eye. Milner's half-brother
Willis J. Milner moved to Birmingham,
became secretary of the Elyton Land
Company in 1871, and soon managed
the new city's water supply. Maintaining a water supply sufficient to provide
for Birmingham's rapidly growing
population and industries kept Milner
"on the jump." Early reservoirs constructed to store water pumped from
Village Creek were soon inadequate. As
a string of furnaces went into blast in
the early 1880s, Milner remarked that
"Village Creek, by reason of the growing population, was fast becoming unfit
for a source of water" [9).
Water to meet the growing demand
was eventually diverted from Five Mile
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Creek (1887) and from the Cahaba
River (1891). But while tunnels and
canals from these streams were under
construction, Milner spent "many anxious moments" when gauges told him
the old reservoir was nearly empty.
Even with all the pumps at the pumping station in full operation, there were
times when only a few inches of water
remained in the old reservoirs [10].
Milner's plan for an expanded water
supply system and the timely completion of the Five Mile Creek and Cahaba
River projects, however, averted
disaster.
Birmingham's industrial neighbors
faced similar water supply problems.

And just as the Milner brothers saw
Village Creek as the best source of
water for their city, other developers
tapped the stream for their projects (see
Figure 5). The industrial town of
Thomas was located on a 2,000-acre
tract, formerly William Hawkins'
plantation, four miles from Birmingham.
Village Creek flowed through it. The
creek supplied water to cool the furnaces at Thomas and filled a reservoir
which held water to be used in time of
drought. In 1887, the North Birmingham Land Company acquired 1,200
acres "favorably situated for manufacturies" on Village Creek. And when
Enoch Ensley planned the furnaces and
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town that eventually bore his name, he
bought land adjacent to Village Creek.
Ensley positioned his furnaces close
enough to the creek to draw water from
it, but far enough away, he said, to
leave room for construction of a steel
mill. Ensley's calculations, however,
were incorrect. The open space he left
between the furnaces and Village Creek
was soon filled with accumulations of
waste and slag and left no room for expansion. The slag even began to impede
the flow of the creek [11].
The construction of the furnaces at
Ensley, North Birmingham, Thomas,
and their Birmingham counterparts, the
Sloss, Mary Pratt, and Alice furnaces,
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created enormous demands on the
modest flow of Village Creek. In 1896,
John Milner and Julian Kendrick, Birmingham's city engineer, reported optimistically to Mayor J.A. Van Hoose
that Village Creek contained "sufficient
water ... throughout the entire year"
to fill a canal from Birmingham to the
Black Warrior River [12]. By 1910,
however, Village Creek failed to supply
the furnaces at Ensley with a sufficient
amount of water, just as earlier it alone
could not meet the demands of Birmingham's mills. Finding and maintaining an adequate supply of industrial
water remained the "greatest drawback
with. which industry in the Birmingham
District was faced" [ 13]. The Tennessee
Coal, Iron, and Railroad Company,
which owned the mills at Ensley and
thus became a major user of water, proposed a solution to the water problem.
TCI constructed a dam at Bayview in
the coal mining district northwest of its
furnaces to impound water from Village
Creek for use at the plants (See Figure
4). TCI's Bayview Dam was an enormous stone and concrete block structure
that stood 407 feet high and 106 feet
long when completed in 1911. The dam
impounded 3.5 billion gallons of water
in a lake that covered 530 acres. Pumps
near the dam lifted water to a reservoir
near Wylam from which it was fed to
TCI's plants at Ensley and Fairfield. At
Ensley, the water was used and then
dumped, untreated, back into Village
Creek. Water from the Bayview reservoir was also fed to the company's steel

and finishing mills at Fairfield [14].
At each of these early industrial
places-Birmingham, North Birmingham, East Birmingham, Thomas,
and Ensley-industrialists and
developers chose sites near Village
Creek. The expansion of Birmingham's
mills between 1880 and 1910 required
additional quantities of coal, limestone,
and iron ore. New mills also required
additional sources of water. Water from
Village Creek was just as vital to these
men and their mills as the raw materials
from which they made iron and steel.
Every day millions of gallons of water
cooled their boilers. Village Creek had
given Birmingham's earliest furnaces
and mills the water they needed, but it
was quickly apparent that one stream
could not supply all the water required
for the city's booming mills. Additional
water came from Five Mile Creek and
the Cahaba River; then sections of
Village Creek were transformed into
holding reservoirs. In the 1930s, Inland
Lake was constructed to increase Birmingham's industrial water supply, and
Smith lake, built by Alabama Power in
the 1960s, was added to Birmingham's
industrial water system. These changes
meant that the creek was less a source
of water than a conduit through which
water from the creek's drainage area
flowed past furnaces on the city 's
western edge toward holding basins that
had become the sources of industrial
water. After 1911, therefore, perceptions of the creek changed. And so did
its character.
54

II
On May 1, 1925, the Birmingham
Park and Recreation Board announced a
plan prepared by the firm of Olmsted
Brothers of Brookline, Massachusetts,
for a comprehensive system of urban
parks and boulevards. The Olmsted
Plan addressed a wide range of social
problems that stemmed from Birmingham's industrial growth and proposed that Village Creek become a major part of an expanded park system (see
Figure 6).
The need for an expanded system of
urban parks was clear. Birmingham's
population then exceeded 200,000, and
city officials anticipated a growth rate of
13 percent per decade as the city's
work force continued to expand. Year by
year, the Park Board stressed, "Birmingham's population increases and
suburban development spreads ... over
a larger area." The Park Board was too
polite to say so, but they implied that
forty years of industrial concentration in
the Birmingham district had produced
what some observers in Birmingham
and other large American cities called
"blighted" neighborhoods. America's
first generation of social workers
generally agreed that crowded living
conditions in industrial cities encouraged a rise in crime and engendered
a clear threat to the moral character of
the nation.
In Birmingham living conditions also
posed an economic threat. Executives
and supervisors of TCI complained that
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a chronically high turnover in their
workforce was detrimental to the efficiency of the operation of their mills.
TCI officials blamed their failure to
recruit and retain an "adequate labor
force" on the "unattractive and
unhealthy conditions of surrounding
communities." An official history of the
company summarized the problem. Living conditions in neighborhoods near
TCI mills were "such that good steel
workers and miners were reluctant to
bring their families into the area."
Many men who accepted employment
with the company quit after working for
a short period and moved to more attractive surroundings [15] .
The Olmsted Plan was proposed as a
partial remedy for this problem. Parks
alone could not curb urban crowding or
industrial pollution, but they could provide opportunities for family recreation
and temporary release from the
monotony of industrial life. A more extensive system of parks and "opportunities for exercise and fresh air" was
needed, the Park Board suggested, for
the "physical, mental, and moral
development of the city. Parks,
playgrounds, and open spaces paid
multiple dividends. They trained bodies,
improved moral standards, reduced
crime, encouraged good citizenship, and
strengthened families." In an address to
the National Conference on City Planning in 1924, Frederick Law Olmsted,
Jr., one of the authors of the Birmingham park report, emphasized that
all large cities "spread city conditions

more and more widely over hundreds of
square miles of land and backs the unsophisticated open country off the
map ." Open park land, Olmsted argued,
was "vital to the nervous health of the
people and the maintenance of what
makes life worth living in such a
metropolis" [16]. The Olmsted
Brothers' Report to the City of Birmingham repeated the arguments of this
speech and argued that "playgrounds
are not luxuries; they are absolute
necessities" which complement public
school activities and provide places of
rest and recreation for ''nerve-strained,
city-strained men and women" 117] .
The Olmsted Report recommended
that Birmingham provide "refreshment"
for its citizens by expanding its existing
parks and by acquiring and developing a
system of large parks. The largest of
these proposed recreational parks was
the focus of the Village Creek Project, a
plan that would transform the
floodplain of the creek from East Lake
to Ensley into an elongated park of
meadowlands, bridal paths, footpaths,
and automobile parkways (see Figure 7).
Olmsted, perhaps unaware of the value
which Village Creek once had as a
source of water for factories and homes
or how the stream had appeared to the
first settlers in Jones Valley, described
the creek as a "storm-water drainage
channel" that flooded easily. Village
Creek's reputation for volatile flooding
had apparently been recently earned,
and Olmsted attributed it to the "encroachment of slag dumps and various
55

constructions and industrial
developments ." Olmsted predicted, correctly, that flooding along Village Creek
would grow worse and pose a greater
threat to industrial plants located along
it as pavement areas and storm runoff
increased in the creek's drainage
district. Building a park along Village
Creek made good sense, Olmsted
argued, not only because it would provide recreational opportunities for Birmingham, but also because it would permit an "open-channel" solution to the
stream's increasing drainage problems.
The Olmsted Report suggested that it
was time to build such a park while the
market value of the land was relatively
low and industrial and private
developments in the flat meadows and
tree-covered "flats" that then bordered
the creek were sparse.
Once a source of industrial and
domestic water, Village Creek, if
developed according to the Olmsted
Plan, might have become part of a solution to crime, immorality, and the stress
of urban life. Birmingham, however, did
not adopt the Olmsted Plan and ignored the Olmstead Brothers' warnings.
The city allowed the area to be privately developed in the late 1920s.
Village Creek did, nevertheless, provide recreation for the young men
women, boys , and girls who lived near
it. While the city considered the
Olmsted Park Plan, Lula P. Williams
and her friends picked blackberries and
hunted in the brambles and briars that
filled the floodplain and fished along
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the Ensley stretches of the creek [18].
One man who fished along the creek as
a boy ' remembered that he "just caught
small fish," but other men who took
cane poles to the creek remembered
catching "nice fish." Willie A. Riggins
caught catfish and bream in the creek.
He also caught turtles with a pole there
until chemicals killed both the fish and
the turtles. And John J. Thomas
remembers catching goldfish which he
and his friends called red snappers [19].
Many of the youngsters who hunted
and fished along the creek also swam in
it. Swimmers in Ensley splashed in what
they called "the big pipe." Upstream in
East Lake, boys swam in the "blue
hole" until the creek was dredged and
straightened. Adults also came to bathe
in the creek, and some used the water
for baptisms [20]. Even without
Olmsted-planned paths and plantings,
Village Creek and its floodplain were a
place of recreation and diversion for
youngsters who lived near it. But while
they played, the creek was becoming a
more eminent part of the problems of
urban life in Birmingham.

III
The Olmsted Plan predicted that
unless Birmingham quickly acquired
unoccupied land along Village Creek,
industries and private houses would
soon line its banks. By 1928, three years
after the publication of the Olmsted
Park Plan, hundreds of houses had been
constructed in the creek's floodplain in
Ensley and in East Birmingham. Rapid
development of the East Lake reaches of
Village Creek did not occur until after
World War II, but when it came
residents faced the increased flooding
Olmsted predicted would result from additional concentrations of industrial and
residential building along the creek and
in its tributary area. Willie Wayne was
one of the residents who watched
Village Creek overflow its banks with
increasing intensity and frequency after
the mid-1930s. The water that filled his
house at 3959 14th Avenue North on
April 12, 1979, was nothing new.
"Every year it floods around here,"
Wayne told reporters from the Birmingham News [21].
Once and often twice a year,
sometimes more often, the residents of
neighborhoods near Village Creek
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watch floodwaters enter their homes.
Some of them remember that the
flooding was not as regular or as high as
it had become by the time Willie
Wayne watched the creek cover his
chain-link fence and carry away dumpsters in his neighborhood in East Birmingham. The Olmsted Park Plan
acknowledged that Village Creek
flooded occasionally in the mid-1920s.
But residents of the communities of East
Lake, East Birmingham, and Ensley
recall that the flooding has become progressively worse since then. Willie Riggins remembers that "bad flooding"
started in the early 1940s [22). Riggins
cannot explain why flooding started .
then and has since become worse, but
increased areas of pavement in the
drainage area of Village Creek seem to
be the cause of the creek's dramatic
floods . The construction in 1931 of Birmingham Municipal Airport and its
subsequent enlargements and, more
recently, of large shopping complexes in
the Roebuck area have been part of a
trend that has paved areas that once absorbed rainwater. After the major flood
in March 1970, Tom Joiner of the
Alabama Geological Survey explained
increased flooding along Village Creek
as a result of man-made surfaces. Joiner
observed that ''housing developments
and new shopping centers create large
amounts of black top or pavement" that
give rain "no place to soak in." Rain
consequently flows "toward the nearest
low spot" [23).
Obstructions in the creek have also
aggravated its proclivity to flood.
Numerous bridges along the creek cause
what the U .S. Army Corps of Engineers
calls "rapid changes in hydraulic
scheme" [24). Culverts constructed after
World War II to carry the creek under
the airport, and concrete channels
which were part of efforts to straighten
the creek constrict the flow of the creek
and force it to race into areas where
"the land is low" [25). The construction of Interstate 59 created additional
problems.
Some flood control measures have
ironically also aggravated the flood
problem. The city of Birmingham attempted in 1930 to alleviate flooding of
the creek by widening and clearing the
creek channel at a substantial cost. This
did little good, however, since the Jef57
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ferson County government did nothing
with its sections of the creek [26]. The
flow of the creek was still restricted
below the city limits and backed up in
the low-lying areas of Ensley and East
Birmingham. It was reported that to
protect its buildings a corporation constructed an artificial bank along the
creek. The dike diverted floodwaters
from the company's buildings but, in
doing so, channeled more water to the
opposite side of the creek where the
flooding was consequently deeper [27).
Tuxedo Park, portions of Ensley, and
sections of East Birmingham were flooded with increasing regularity after about
1940. In 1951, for example, 3,000
Ensley residents were marooned temporarily in their homes by a flood on
March 28 [28). Birmingham officials
complained that the flooding was
caused by the narrowness of the creek
after it left the city limits and they proposed joining forces with Jefferson
County to end the yearly floods [29).
The city and county, h owever, failed to
calm Village Creek, and its floods
became more damaging and more dead!y in the 1960s. In the summer of 1965,
a 16-year-old youth was swept away and
drowned in the creek at First Avenue
North and 39th Street North [30).
Measures to control the creek combined with additional construction and
paving had created what the Birmingham
News called a "monster." By the end of
the 1970s, it was estimated that
flooding along Village Creek resulted in
annual property losses of more than
$2.4 million [31]. Miss Vera Brown
blamed the flood which forced the
evacuation of Shields Elementary
School in East Birmingham on the construction of the interstate highway
system through the city. She told
reporters, "I knew that without those
houses to slow the water down, we'd be
flooded" [32]. A teacher at the school,
however, suggested that flooding was a
problem for the neighborhood before
the demolition of houses for the
freeway. "This isn't the first time
something like this has happened,'' she
said. "This creek has been flooding for
17 years."
Residents along the East Lake reaches
of Village Creek also experienced what
many of them described as increased
flooding in the 1970s. In March 1976,

the East Lake Neighborhood Committee
complained to the city about the
flooding of their community. They
reported that the problem had grown
worse, but emphasized that floods had
"plagued" their community "for the 66
years it has been part of Birmingham"
[33).
Residents of East Lake, like those in
East Birmingham and Ensley, demanded
that something be done about the creek
"before it gets really serious" [34). Little
was or could be done quickly, however,
and few of the people who lived near
the creek or within its floodplain anticipated that the flooding could get
worse. Few people, therefore, were
prepared for the flood of 1979. The
creek rose all night and forced Ensley
residents to shelters. Lee Harmon of
A venue U had left his house twice
befor~ during a flood and waited at the
Ensley Evacuation Center with other
"flood veterans" to return to his ho use.
Annie Page h ad left her house the
night before by boat. It was her fourth
flood [35].
After what some victims called Village Creek's "worst" flood in 1979, the
City of Birmingham and federal government agencies began to evaluate the
course of Village C reek and to consider
flood-control measures. In a series of
community meetings held to discuss the
problem and possible solutions, residents
of Ensley, East Lake, and East Birmingham expressed attitudes about the creek
much different from those voiced by
John T. Milner. Their comments and
complaints revealed just how dramatically industrialization and urbanization
had changed the character of Village
Creek and the relationship of the city
to it. Rev. William A. Hamilton, pastor
of the First Baptist Church of Ensley,
pointed out that "homes located in the
floodplain have a lower value than
similar houses in other areas." Birmingham Councilwoman Nina Miglionico, who reminded the men and
women who attended one of the public
hearings that she was born in Avondale
and was familiar with the "problems of
Village Creek," told the audience that
she sympathized with anyone who
"lived with all of the human misery
that results from having a creek of this
magnitude running through the middle
of Birmingham" [36).
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IV
In their expressions of frustration and
anger, the "flood veterans" of East
Lake, East Birmingham and Ensley
expressed attitudes about Village Creek
at variance with those held a century
earlier. They did not welcome the
creek's occasional flooding as an event
that replenished depleted soils. Instead,
they feared the floods because they
damaged property, depressed the value
of their houses, and drowned their
children. They no longer described the
creek as a place to catch turtles and fish
or swim. They now warned their
children that the creek was a repository
for industrial filth. Few remembered the
creek as a vital and valuable source of
water. Most residents knew only that
the creek was a source of trouble.
Village Creek, in many ways, made
Birmingham's industrial miracle possible. Water from the creek was as
necessary and as important a part of the
early iron industry as the iron ore,
limestone, and coke that charged the
district 's furnaces. A century of industrial concentration and expansion,
however, changed the role the creek
played in Birmingham's mills. Industrial
growth also ch anged the character of
the creek and the attitudes of the
residents of the communities that line
its banks. Once a valued asset, Village
Creek was, by the end of Birmingham's
centennial year, widely regarded as a
nuisance.
~-----------------------

This article was originally published
as the preface to Village Creek- An Ar-

chitectural and Historical Cultural
Resources Survey of Ensley, East Birmingham and East Lake. Village Creek
began as an inventory of 672 domestic
dwellings and other structures in
selected sections of the creek's
floodplain. This study of working class
housing, conducted by the Birmingham
Historical Society from April to June
1984, was commissioned by the Mobile
District of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers to assist them in managing
the creek's cultural resources. Carter
Hudgins served as project director; Marjorie White, as principal investigator
and editor; Joey Brackner, Claudia
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Cowser, Julia Casey, and Don Veasey,
as field assistants and researchers.
Village Creek is important as a unique
gazeteer of housing in Birmingham's
three working class districts and as a
creative examination of the relationship
between this architecture and its community context. Copies of the 150-page
report, with 30 photos and 27 illustrations and maps are available from the
Birmingham Historical Society office.•
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changes. One has only to walk through
the "perfect" interiors of houses completed in the 1940s and 1950s to see
this. One has only to look at the
"perfect" state rooms of the "restored"
Kennedy White House to see this. Even
the "Nixon" White House, which survives, is starting to look that way. It's
what the decorators call "dated."
There is another way and that is to
do what the historians do. This is a
main pillar in the interpretation of most
sites. I suppose we can call it
"enlightened conjecture"-it seems to
me Oscar Handlin is fond of that term,
though not always in a flattering context. In the historic house, we have no
choice but to conjecture because we are
drawing an entire picture. If the infor59

mation is there, it is there; if it is not,
it is not (even though, as at Gunston
Hall, it might be someday). We enrich
our subject matter from the general field
of research in the particular times.
As a historian, I do not think any less
of a restored interior when it is largely
conjectural. But it depends upon the
quality of the conjecture. When you
read a history book, it doesn't take you
long to see when an author is distributing taffy. Others handle conjecture
well. I love the scene in Carlyle's
French Revolution where the king is in
his coach going to the scaffold; Carlyle
brought a few facts to bear in a very
touching scene. Likewise Bernard de
Voto in Mark Twain's America traces
the pioneer Clemens family across the
country, knowing nearly nothing about
them personally, but surrounding them
with so much truth about locale and
the times that when we put the book
down we think we know them.
This sort of magic-can we call it?-is
possible at the historic site. Indeed the
historic site lends itself to it. We see it
today in parts of Williamsburg; at
Mount Vernon; in Longfellow's house
in Cambridge. Who wants to go and
look at a room full of merchandise
anyway? Give it some humanity.
I think the essential ingredient usually
absent from historic interiors is the
most obvious: knowledge about the people themselves-who lived there, who
knew and loved them, who worked for
them, what they did and how they did
it. This information comes to bear on
an interior, and an interior rises above
being a mere decorated ensemble which
says nothing much.
The research burden is heavier, far
heavier indeed. I long ago lost count of
the memoirs, biographies, letters, etc.
which I have read trying to bring my
word-re-created White House into
flower. But personal information about
the people is essential to the success of
a re-created interior (and flavors
restored interiors in private houses).
Over in Natchez, Mississippi, a large
house called Stanton Hall has a large
parlor which has, over the years since
Richard Pratt, become perhaps the
classic southern interior of its type. It is
pure "decorator" 1950s. Not long ago a
series of photographs turned up of this
Continued on page 60.
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room containing its antebellum decorations. What a difference! How bourgeois
it was! And for the first time you
wonder about Stanton himselfFrederick Stanton. He was an Irish immigrant, a merchant. His house, really
rather out-of-style for the close of the
1850s and clearly large enough to be
clumsy, yet fitted him well. His parlor
was opulent, an opulence one buys at
expensive stores and certainly a long
shot from the room today. But the appropriateness of the room to its own er
makes it superb. We therefore judge it
on a different basis.
Had the restorers wished to bring
back the past, they would have researched this man and come up with an
interpretation. The finishing of the
house would have flowed naturally from
that. They would have known to accommodate his roughness and aggressiveness, his wish to symbolize his newmade money in middle age. And the
more one knows, the richer the interpretation, the better the historic interior.
Into this area of conjecture, place as
much information about the occupants
of the house as you can find and filter
the rest through this. Any way you approach the work, you are going to come
up with an interpretation of what was

what in the time you address. History is
interpretation. If the family had 10
children, they are likely to have had
more than two beds; if they personally
labored on the land, it is likely that
their house reflected this hard life ; the
hotel cribs of Chicago street-walkers in
the 1890s were seldom decorated with
family portraits; and so on ....
Beyond patching the roof to keep the
rain o ut, developing a usable interpretation is the first step in developing an
historic site. We restorers are not very
much different from historians, although
they are often different from us. No "recreation" of the past is likely to be a
real restoration, but neither is a
biography completely real, but an interpretation. In fact "reality" on the written page can be very deceptive- look
at the newspapers! Furnishings are like
words, paragraphs, and essays of words;
but they must not take precedence over
everything else, especially the absent
historical figures, who should ultimately
seem somehow to be there.
I spent a large part of my early career
trying to explain why I liked old houses
and re-creating the past. I went through
the whole critical bit. I even tho ught of
an analogy between the restored village
and Marie Antoinette's Hameau at Versailles, where the ladies-in-waiting
milked perfumed cows and ate fruit and
cream from bowls patterned on molds
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many years, John H. Adams, a longtime friend from Birmingham, and
others, the two works were not
reunited. In 1941, five years after
Moretti's death and three years after
Vulcan was removed from the State
Fairgrounds in Birmingham and placed
on a pedestal atop Red Mountain, Mrs.
Moretti, frustrated by the failure of Birmingham officials to provide secure
display space for the work, donated the
Head of Christ to the Alabama Department of Archives and History at Montgomery. Thus, the sculptor's grand
scheme to reunite Vulcan and the Head
of Christ in one exhibition and thereby
perpetually to illustrate in one place the
two types of Alabama resources-the
natural and the spiritual-which Moretti
deemed of primary significance, came to
naught.•

taken from the queen's breasts. It was
painful.
But I came at last to a simple comparison that usually works: a restoration-a restored house and interiors-well done is like a good history
book, as good as the research and
thought that went into it. This usually
serves me very well. History, always an
interpretation , is ultimately the story of
people. So must the historic house be
the story of people. We cannot dwell in
the past; we must know those who did
through their material world. The
historian stops with what they wrote
abo ut how they lived; we restorationists
go on to interpret the environment they
knew, toward a fuller understanding of
these vanished characters.
Like historians, restorationists have a
certain leeway in interpreting facts. We
are soaked in the information; we are
expected to h ave some responses that
fill the voids, or suggest what might
h ave been. But remember, where an
author in a book can suggest the scene
with a dash of fact here and there, we
cannot. We are left with wide blank
spaces to fill on the basis of our own
judgment.
We mix fact and conjecture to produce an interpretation. This to us is
history, and its validity is measured only
by our integrity in trying to convey the
truth.•
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